
By Dartinarius Br’in, Bardic College

Since Ashbury has appeared in this new world of Fortannis, I have

revised and shortened my early history and left the more recent informa-

tion to be covered by my new associate Genna Disarion Sint who has

written an excellent tome on the history of recent Ashban history.

I took it upon myself to expand the history of the last ten years or

so, from the time of Dame Mara’s ascension to the throne, since the

recent history is so relevant to the current state of Ashbury. This recent

era has been referred to as the “Time of Chaos” by many scholars, who

now believe that the transfer of Ashbury to Amora Fortannis left waves

both backwards and forward in time.

Indeed, it appears that in the decade before Ashbury’s travel, chaos

did reign: noble positions which once were held for years now lasted

months; rifts seemed to appear constantly; creatures appeared from vari-

ous dimensions; and if one thing was constant, it was inconsistency.
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The expanse of land between what was once Lake Hollym (now the

Bay of Vacarra) and the Grey Hills of Blythedale was inhabited almost

exclusively by trolls and barbarians before the explorations began around

the year 272. The trolls were concentrated near the Tower Hills while

the barbarians occupied the Nordenn Vale. Between the two is the Ash

Forest, home of the Amani elves and kiergani (also known as “wild

elves”).

Through a series of fierce wars, a predominantly human kingdom

called “Evendarr” annexed the area. King Ulson Endarr III started the

First Northern Campaign in 272, and after only two years, his forces

were able to secure the area north of the Red River and south of a range

of steep hills. The people who occupied these lands offered little resis-

tance, and eventually surrendered to the King’s huge army.

After the last few revolts were suppressed, Ulson pushed north-

ward through the hills to the arid plains beyond. The barbarians that

lived beyond the hills were divided into several warring tribes. Of these,

the Sand Tiger and Sabertooth tribes were the largest. Ulson gave them

an ultimatum to surrender or withdraw from the area. The barbarians

were not impressed by Ulson’s forces, and rallied to war. The tribes,

which had been fighting each other for years, became allies.

The barbarian alliance took Ulson by surprise, as did the ferocity

with which they fought. His forces were quickly driven back into the

hills. Luckily the hills were very defensible, so Ulson was able to make

a stand.

A Great War ensued which lasted for nine bloody years. The hills

were later named the Battledowns for this reason.

Finally the barbarians began to lose ground and after one more

year the conflict was over. The Sabertooth tribe surrendered, but refused

to live under the rule of another. Instead, the tribe was allowed to relo-

cate. The Tiger Tribe agreed to join the Kingdom with the provision that

they would be allowed autonomous rule within their own borders. Within

a hundred years they were completely assimilated. No current Tiger Tribe

members are known to exist.

In 285, these newly conquered lands were divided into two baron-

ies (Nevis and Blythedale), and granted to Anne Rotari, Duchess of

Rotaria. The heavy casualties and high taxes caused by the war pro-

duced considerable unrest among the commoners, so Ulson ended his

crusade. However, he was revered as a hero, and from then on he was

called Ulson the Conqueror.

Duchess Anne extended a great deal of financial and military aid to

the new lands. Blythedale was in the greatest need, as the barbarians

living there had been hardest hit during the war. Further, they were

plagued by attacks from a powerful undead creature. The local people

called the monster “Mistress of the Dead,” and said that the creature had

been tormenting them for years.

The liche, named Mourna, had eluded all attempts at capture for

several years. Finally, in a heroic battle deep within the pits of an ancient

tomb, she was killed by a group of knights led by Sir Kabar Fenwyck. The

estate of Fenwyck was named in his honor and he became the first Baron

of Blythedale. (Forty years later, at Baron Kabar’s death, the capital was

moved to its present location, the large trading city of Greenstone.)

Kabar also retrieved a tome of ancient magic from Mourna’s cata-

combs. The collection of spells from the tome was later named the Talon

Scrolls. The Talon Scrolls supposedly also contained a series of Prophe-

cies on the future of the region.

For many years, no further exploration of the lands north of Lake

Hollym was pursued. It was not until 409 that settlers began to travel into

the territory. Moving north along the West Coast of the lake, they quickly

discovered the Ash Forest and the wild elves. Peaceful negotiations with

the elves went well, and the Wold (the hidden city of the elves) was granted

the status as a sovereign nation by the Kingdom.

The Wold was run by a council of amani elves who were from the

richest and most influential families of the Forest.

Their leader was named Lorin Alfenwen, and the council itself was,

and as of this writing still is, run by a scholar named Lord Gwindor

Greyhalme. The Ash Forest had been originally inhabited by the kiergani

but the more civilized amani had moved in and taken control, which did and

still does not sit well with many kiergani.

The town of Ashbury was founded at the mouth of the Ash River in

the year 420. Ashbury originally started as a small farming and trading

community but grew quickly. A college for bards was established and soon

became the center of musical expression in the kingdom. People traveled

from every part of the kingdom to study under the learned men and women

who taught at the school.

The small town of Dragonhart in Blythedale was established soon

after, named for a prominent family in the area.

During the same year, the village of Wellspring was founded at the

headwaters of the Ash River. Wellspring had the misfortune of continuous

attacks by hill trolls. After several such raids, the King decided to send

troops to secure the area. The trolls struggled for a few months, but even-

tually the King’s forces were victorious.

Simultaneously, settlers from Rotaria began to move west into the

dalelands beyond the Green River. The plains were lush and fertile, so

farming efforts were very successful. After only five years, the settlers

were able to establish several fiefs and begin to pay taxes to the King. Of

these, Immervale, Bloodstone and Crystal Falls were the largest.

As the population of new settlers grew, difficulties with the barbar-

ians grew as well. The Northmen were a large tribe of barbarians originat-

ing in the Northern Marches. They used horses in combat and proved to

be a formidable enemy to the King. The Northmen War lasted over four

years and finally ended when the last of the Northmen were forced to

retreat North of the Ardynn River in 440.

Rotarian settlers continued to pour into the dale lands and in 452 they

met with dwarves living in the Grey Hills in a town called Dwarvenholm.

The dwarves had been mining valuable ores in the Hills for generations,

primary among these being iron. A trade agreement was established and in

exchange for grains, the dwarves provided iron, weapons and armor.

The dwarves were led by King Kelanor I, who was a very down-to-

earth fellow who never lost his touch with the common dwarf, and who

never showed any bias or distrust of other races. He told all who wished to

listen of how the dwarves had originally lived in a great city called

“Trollsgate” in Trellheim but had been forced to move to their current

home in Dwarvenholm because of troll attacks. The dwarves vowed to

one day reclaim their ancestral home.

The following years were peaceful and prosperous. Construction

of a wall surrounding the rapidly growing city of Ashbury was com-

pleted in 460. Commercial fishing of Lake Hollym from the northern

shores had grown to a large business by this time and minor trading with
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the amani elves strengthened relations with the kingdom.

A prosperous merchant named Patrick Frey and a group of a dozen

or so families settled one of the smaller islands on Lake Hollym as a

fishing colony in 466. For ten years the colony flourished and estab-

lished itself as a profitable township. However, in 477 it was discovered

that the entire population had mysteriously disappeared without a trace.

The island was named Frey to honor the brave men and women lost to

the lake and the area was deemed unsafe.
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The trolls began massing in the years that followed. They were led

by a powerful troll creature named Fangthorn. Early reports determined

that he had mastered the arts of necromancy, and had used them to create

an army of mutant trolls (later called “war trolls”). Many believed that

he was the offspring of a troll and a giant, while others pointed out that

no giants had been seen in the area for ages.

Under Fangthorn’s command, the war trolls launched a massive

assault on the settlers. Several villages were completely overrun by the

army while many more had to be evacuated. Some sightings of attacks

against wild elves were also reported. Thus started the Great Troll Wars.

The humans were suffering great losses in the War when the King

hired a mercenary battalion called the Company of the Storm to aid Ash-

bury. The mercenaries were lead by Captain Connor Arawyn and were

named after the fact that they had bravely investigated the mysterious

storm that once a year appeared in Lake Hollym and had lived to tell the

tale. Under Connor’s leadership, they moved at a forced march up to the

Ash River just in time to meet the trolls.

Connor’s forces eventually crossed the river in an epic battle, which

lasted almost a year before resolution.

Fortunately, the elves had been having better luck against the trolls.

The Ash Forest is a magical place. Many trolls that entered there became

lost, and wandered aimlessly to their deaths. Still others were rumored

to have become victims of the Forest itself.

One major battle, later named the Capture of Ash Ford, firmly es-

tablished Connor’s heroism. Connor had been captured and turned into

a zombie by Fangthorn, who displayed the undead Connor to the Com-

pany of the Storm and taunted them with him. Rather than discouraging

the troops as Fangthorn expected, it energized them into a vicious at-

tack. During the attack, Connor was reached by one of his healers and

was given a Life spell in time.

Connor then ordered his troops to fall back as he headed towards

Fangthorn slowly, pretending to still be a zombie. By the time Fangthorn

realized that Connor was no longer undead, it was too late, and Connor

slew Fangthorn. This freed many of the other undead in battle who then

wandered aimlessly, ripe for a renewed attack from the Company of the

Storm. The battle did not last much longer after that, and although

Fangthorn did not die permanently, it still was a major turning point in

the War.

Fangthorn suddenly found himself fighting a two front war as the

humans proved to be as formidable an enemy as the elves. The trolls

withdrew into mountains, but less than two months later they had been

pushed back to the foothills.

The trolls were finally defeated in 480. The victory was purchased

by the magic of a bard named Oliver Songbringer. Using powerful ritu-

als found in the Talon Scrolls, he was able to battle Fangthorn in a wiz-

ard war, which lasted two days. These two days were also called the

“Time of Madness” for during this period, many people acted completely

different from themselves, unaware of their friends and acquaintances,

forgetting knowledge they had previously known, suffering from amne-

sia, and otherwise exhibiting strange behavior.

During this time as well, Fangthorn’s control over the undead was

lost, and they began attacking the war trolls. The troll army was forced

to retreat deep into the mountains to hide in the caverns.

After Oliver defeated Fangthorn, he turned his attention to the trolls

themselves. Using another ritual, he wove a mighty spell to confine the

trolls under the Tower Mountains. The Talon Scrolls were consumed by

the terrible release of energy and Fangthorn’s bones were scattered to

the four winds by the blast.

Oliver Songbringer’s version of this day were captured on scrolls

that were only uncovered a hundred years later:

After the final battle with Fangthorn, I was nominated Lord of the

Four peoples by the members of four of Ashbury’s most prolific racial

figures. After much arguing over the shattering of Fangthorn’s spirit,

they reluctantly nominated me with the unswaying support of the hoblings

and the dwarves.

Perhaps what has yet to be revealed is what occurred to me once

the ceremony was completed. I was assaulted by an Order being calling

itself Ozymandius. Swept through a rift with this being, I was trans-

ported to a place called Tamerlane, an apparent museum of sorts.

Dragged through a corridor of dazzling artifacts, I was placed

within some strange sort of amphitheater where eight Order Lords in-

terrogated me over the use of the Talon Scrolls that had fallen into my

possession through my father’s research. Angered at my “misuse” of the

rituals Greater Proscribe and Spirit Shatter in particular, they sentenced

me to obliteration for my crimes.

Unable to tolerate such disrespect to a man who had saved his

people, I argued with them for many hours, but with little success. Ap-

parently they could not locate the Talon Scrolls as I had them well hid-

den. Perhaps this is why my “friend” Morganna could not locate them;

however this one thing remained my sole bargaining chip with the

elementals for my own life.

Concerned that time would irrevocably be altered without my pres-

ence in the Duchy during its critical time of founding, I offered to turn

the scrolls over to Tamerlane in exchange for my life. They commuted

two of the deaths after I revealed the location of the Talon Scrolls, and

then they executed me. I returned to Ashbury via the Healer’s Guild

Circle and was resurrected successfully by a young gypsy healer who

served as Adora Mitland’s assistant. From this point I did my absolute

best to ignore the information imparted to me so that I could keep the

history of our Duchy on track. Perhaps my actions have altered rather

than healed the wounds created by the travelers whom I have encoun-

tered.

One interesting addition to my life has to have been a later en-

counter at a place called “the Way Station” with a being known as

Brimstone. Seemingly a plant within the midst of the Tamerlane care-

takers, Brimstone is one of their leading “acquirers” of items they deem

too powerful for mortal hands. In exchange for important information,

he has secured for me the Box of Paradoxes, allowing the last loose end

to be tied in this whole matter. It will take me many years to learn how to

use it and I have several ideas on how to prepare it so it can be found

somewhere in the distant future.

Of course, no one knew anything about Oliver’s comments at the

time, and he did not share his otherplanar adventure with anyone.

After this victory, Ashbury was granted the status of a Barony un-

der the control of the kingdom. Oliver was named as the first Baron, and

given the honorary title Lord of the Four Peoples (these being Dwarves,

Elves, Humans, and Hoblings, the four races with the largest popula-

tions in Ashbury). He declared the troll lands to be the Military District

of Trellheim. Oliver also opened up new trade ventures with the elves.

Connor was granted an estate in his name for his heroic deeds dur-

ing this war. He was knighted, and later became Oliver’s champion. The

district of Trellheim was put in his charge, and he was instructed to

develop the lands. Several garrisons were built under his direction, the

most notable being the Tower Mountain Citadel.

Further negotiations with the elves were fruitful, and in 485, the

Ash Forest became a barony. Oliver was given the status of Count and

was charged with the administration of Ashbury and Ash Forest. He

appointed Amani Council leader Lorin Alfenwen the first Baron of the

Ash Forest. Lorin was a war hero in his own right. During the Capture of

Ash Ford, Lorin had led an offensive of archers in an attack, which had

turned the tide of the battle.



Two years later, the estates east and north of Ash Forest became the

Barony of Nordenn. The King selected Sir Gunther Damok, a close friend

from the royal court, to become the first Baron. Gunther took the name

Nordenn for his own.

Trade with the dwarves and elves flourished. Many roads were con-

structed to unite the scattered settlements. New settlers continued to flood

the area. The population of the region grew quickly.
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Considering all of this, the King declared Ashbury a Dukedom in

the year 496. Its borders included Trellheim, Ash Forest, Nordenn and

Blythedale. He selected Oliver to be the first Duke of Ashbury.

Oliver decided to make the capital city Ashbury. The Trellheim

Military District became a Barony, and Oliver selected Connor Arawyn

to rule the area.

The King’s decision did not sit well with all of the nobility. Duke

Drennin Rotari of Rotaria was furious that one of his baronies was being

taken and swore that some day his family would reclaim the land. Gunther

Nordenn was angered that he was not chosen as the Duke of Ashbury.

Most believe the King would have rather appointed him, but Oliver’s

popularity with the commoners allowed no other choice. As it turned

out, Gunther died his final death in a battle with a group of trolls a few

years later and his daughter Serina Nordenn became the Baroness.

Baron Connor suffered his final death in a surprise troll attack on his

home in 512. The trolls, screaming “Revenge!” burned most of the area

before they were defeated. The Tower Mountain Citadel erected a statue

in honor, and the entire Barony of Trellheim mourned the loss of a great

hero. Baron Connor’s seneschal Cerik Capulus became the new Baron of

Trellheim.

The Duchy grew and prospered through Duke Oliver’s reign. His

death of old age in 514 produced a year of mourning for the young Duchy.

Even today, many children are named in his honor.

His only son Henry became the Duke. Like his father, Henry was

also a bard spellcaster of renowned talent. The honorary title of Lord of

the Four Peoples was transferred to him, and has become synonymous

with the Duke or Duchess of Ashbury thereafter.

Baron Thomas Hopewell of Blythedale died his permanent death in a

hunting accident in 517. His wife Anastasia had been named heir and for

the next seven years she served the people well.

The Northmen again began attacking Blythedale and Nordenn in the

early 20’s. Striking quickly and then retreating into the Grey Hills proved to

be a successful strategy for them. In one such attack, Baroness Anastasia

and her entire family died at the hands of the barbarians. Strangely, they

apparently all suffered their final deaths. This mystery has never been

completely solved in many people’s minds, although theories, including

strange biata magics, have been blamed.

Serina Nordenn, an accomplished fighter, was also wounded in the

conflict. Healers from the surrounding lands tried everything, but her

wounds were so great that her recuperation took months. The Royal Acad-

emy of Arcane Arts and Sciences were instructed to investigate the hap-

penings but they were unable to uncover any new information about the

wounds.

The garrison at Two Towers almost fell to the barbarian onslaught.

Luckily, the leadership of Lieutenant Mangar Grimsby saved the day. He

was able to secure the keep in a heroic struggle, which cost him his own

life. The new Duke named him as Baron of Blythedale after he resur-

rected.

The kingdom sent additional troops north to dispatch the Northmen.

The battles that ensued were fierce and lengthy with many casualties on

both sides, but finally in 522 the barbarians were forced to retreat into the

plains beyond the Grey Hills.

Fangthorn and his generals



The King’s army continued north and battled hordes of goblins and

the Northmen for control of the area known as the Northern Marches.

This was to become known as the Second Northern Campaign.

Serina Nordenn died the next year. She had never completely re-

covered from the wounds inflicted by the barbarians. It was rumored

that some evil magic had taken control of her spirit near the end, and so

she had committed suicide to protect her family. Her eldest son,

Wellington, had been named the new Baron, but a slight controversy

over his regent’s unfortunate death escalated into a battle over who would

actually be Baron. However, all ended well when Wellington was named

Baron on his 16th birthday.

Cerik Capulus died of old age in 527. His four sons mourned his

loss. He had promised his eldest son Tavish that he would be named

heir, but when the will was read, it was discovered that Cerik had named

a knight of his court as his heir. Tavish was outraged, demanded retribu-

tion, and left for parts unknown. The new Baron’s name was Bretton

Darkwood.

During the years that followed, a group of bandits called the Black

Mask began murdering citizens of Ashbury. The name was attributed to

the black hoods that the bandits wore to conceal their faces. They began

to harass travelers around the Duchy, but most of their crimes were per-

petrated near the capital city of Ashbury.

Baron Wellington Nordenn suffered a death in one such attack. He

was attending the baronial council in Ashbury at the time. The council

was debating the additional levy to be placed on Mangar Grimsby as his

population had recently grown enough to create two new estates. He

suspected that the bandits were actually employed by the Baron of

Blythedale, and had been instructed to kill him for voting to increase

Blythedale’s taxes. Baron Wellington challenged Baron Mangar to a duel

of honor, which Baron Mangar accepted. Baron Wellington suffered an-

other death as a result of that duel, and never spoke another word of his

accusations.

The attacks of the Black Mask stopped after eight years but no one

was ever connected to the crimes.

In 544, Baron Mangar Grimsby died his final death of old age. He

had named his niece Enid Grimsby as his heir, and she became Baroness

of Blythedale over the objections of Magnar’s eldest son Terance.

Baron Wellington and a small group of his knights died in 547

while on a quest to rid the town of Swindon of a necromancer and his

foul undead. Although the knights were resurrected and later were able

to capture the necromancer, the Baron unfortunately suffered his final

death. His wife, Trina, became Baroness of Nordenn.

Duke Henry died in the year 549, and his daughter Gwendolyn

became the new Duchess. Gwendolyn’s real passion was astrology, and

so she founded a Guild of Astrologers in the city of Ashbury. In a few

short years, the guild had established a healthy business of counseling

those in need.

In the year 555, Baroness Enid Grimsby died her final death. She

was assassinated in her manor in Blythedale. Evidence uncovered at the

scene indicated that the assassin was an elf, and many suspected The

Wold of treachery. Her eldest son Orson became the new Baron.

Two years later, dwarves from the Grey Hills began mining opera-

tions in Trellheim. The Duchess had predicted that the dwarves would

find valuable metals in the hills, and she charged Baron Bretton with the

protection of the miners. Initial progress was slow, but several new veins

of ore were eventually discovered — mostly iron and copper, with some

small deposits of silver.

Baron Bretton requested a reprieve in taxes due to the high cost of

starting the mining operations and protecting the dwarves from troll at-

tacks, but the Duchess denied his request. After several years of arguing,

Bretton was finally convicted of insulting a noble. Duchess Gwendolyn

stripped Bretton of this title and lands in 560. Bretton’s heir was denied,

and the Duchess appointed her son Powell to be the new Baron. This

action did not sit well with many of the citizens of Trellheim.

The next year both Lorin Alfenwen and his wife Laurieanne

Teragram mysteriously died their final deaths. Apparently, they died of

natural causes at the same time in their home in the Wold. Their daughter

and only child Alicia Hollymsong became the Baroness of Ash Forest.

In 563 Baroness Trina died of old age and her son Victor became the

new Baron of Nordenn. To honor the memory of his father, he renamed

the estate of Greenfield to Wellington.

The barbarians were objecting to the humans and the duchy taking

much of their lands in northern Nordenn, and the Barbarian War began

in the mid 560s. The barbarians were led by a charismatic leader named

Theodoric, leader of the Gryphon Tribe, who was able to do what no

barbarian had previously done — he had united all the tribes under him.

This concerted effort was giving him great success.

Many years later, it was discovered that Theodoric was actually a

biata named Thorheim Vardik. Biata at that time did not have the promi-

nent feathery eyebrows and claws that are characteristic of their race,

and as such Thorheim and his fellow biata were able to infiltrate barbar-

ian society to lead them against the encroaching duchy, since these lands

had been also the home of the biata.

One of the major leaders on the duchy’s side was a young knight

named Sir Roj Blakeney. He was a very efficient and somewhat ruthless

leader by many standards, but was also very effective. He died a slow

and painful death in 567, apparently of some sort of undetectable poi-

son. It was later learned that his wife, who was also a biata, had probably

done the poisoning. Her current whereabouts are unknown.

The biata and barbarians were eventually defeated, and Thorheim

permanently killed, in a battle called “Blood River.”

The same year, Duchess Gwendolyn died her final death. She was

assassinated while visiting Blythedale to assess the damage created by

recent severe winter storms. Her assassins were never caught.

Around this time came the first inklings of something called “The

Dragonheart Prophecy” which stated that the “dragonheart” would even-

tually rule over Ashbury and unite the people, bringing about a time of

prosperity.
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Gwendolyn’s son Powell became the Duke of Ashbury in 569.

Powell was a more generous ruler than his mother and recognized some

of the injustice in his mother’s deeds. He restored Bretton Darkwood’s

title as Baron of Trellheim, and lowered the taxes collected from all the

baronies.

Unfortunately, Bretton died of old age a few years later. Bretton’s

Seneschal Sir Justin Medicia was named as the new Baron of Trellheim

in 572.

A year later, undead sightings increased throughout Nordenn and

Blythedale. The creatures’ attacks were too well organized not to be part

of some greater plan. In the spring of 575, it was learned that the undead

were controlled by Mourna. Somehow the liche had found a way to

cheat death and return.

The following years were grim for Ashbury. Many towns were beaten

down by nightly attacks of undead. The estates of Denthor and Easton in

Blythedale as well as Dabrak in Nordenn were completely abandoned.

In another raid, the entire family of Baron Orson Grimsby disappeared

and was never seen again.

The Duke declared a state of emergency, and assembled a huge

miltitia to fight the undead. Led by Captain Dinayr A’Vaughn, the mili-

tia was able to secure the estates in Blythedale. For his heroic command in

the face of death, Dinayr was appointed Baron of Blythedale.

Finally, the attacks ended in the year 579. A group of soldiers led

by Baron Dinayr was able to locate Mourna’s secret lair. It was a foul

place guarded by many twisted necromantic monstrosities. Dinayr re-

ported that the liche was killed in its inner sanctum and its lair destroyed.

The Barony of Blythedale flourished under Dinayr’s rule. Undead

sightings became fewer and fewer as did the attacks of other humanoids

in the area. For years lizardmen had been attacking the shores of Lake

Hollym and in the area known as Mishrak Fens, yet Dinayr was able to

crush the lizardmen with the aid of some unknown power. Lizardman



leader Mishrak bowed before the superior forces of Dinayr.

Baron Victor passed on three years later. He had named his son

Bryan to be the next Baron, but Bryan still had two years before he

reached his majority. Baron Victor’s Seneschal Lord Douglas Nordenn

assumed the position as regent while Bryan received his training in the

Royal Army. Lord Douglas reportedly refused to surrender his seat when

Bryan came of age, and Bryan disappeared.

Eventually Lord Douglas was assassinated and suffered his final death.

The assassin was never caught and Bryan, out from hiding, became the

new Baron of Nordenn.

Bryan had served in the militia led by Dinayr, and the two had be-

come fast friends. Their alliance became strong, and trade between the

baronies increased. Baron Dinayr’s top knight, Sir Angus Grimsby, was

often seen at his liege’s side.

In the summer of 587, Justin Medicia

died of old age. His eldest son Stewart

became the Baron of Trellheim shortly

thereafter. Stewart became known as a just

and fair Baron and was popular with the

commoners.

Trolls were sighted moving through

the Tower Hills soon thereafter. Somehow

they had found a way to escape the con-

finement set upon them by Oliver more

than one hundred years earlier. Once freed

from their prison, they began attacking the

surrounding villages. Duke Powell ordered

the Mages’ Guild to investigate the cause

of their release, and set about the task of

waging war with the trolls.

In a brief but grievous attack in De-

cember of 589, the trolls managed to breach

the gates of the Tower Mountain Citadel.

Once inside, they killed Duke Powell,

Baron Medicia, and many others. The Duke

had been there to review scouting reports

and battle plans with the baron. Unfortu-

nately, the Duke suffered his final death,

but Stewart was successfully resurrected

in Ashbury.

The entire garrison would have been

lost if not for the leadership of one man.

Sergeant Alaric Dragonhart of the Ducal

forces rallied the soldiers and set fire to

sections of the keep which had already fallen to the trolls. Later, he led a

charge into a group of war trolls which were commanding the attack. The

trolls retreated, and the hundred or so survivors were able to return to

Ashbury and recount the tale.

Duke Powell had been very impressed with Alaric during the at-

tacks, and before his death, revised his will to name Alaric as his heir.

(Powell had no family.) Alaric became the new Duke of Ashbury in the

winter of 590. His first action as Duke was to order the reconstruction of

the Tower Mountain Citadel.

Duke Alaric appointed another brave sergeant named Morgan Black-

bourne to the position of General of the Ashbury army. Morgan had

served with Alaric at the Tower Mountain Citadel, and had also been key

to the victory against the trolls. Under his command, the army moved

swiftly. They were able to contain the trolls in the hills. Morgan also over-

saw the reconstruction of the garrison.

It was later surmised that Duke Alaric had adopted the name of

“Dragonhart” as his own in order to make people believe that he was the

“dragonheart” of the famed prophecy; however, this rumor has never been

confirmed.

In the spring of 590, the Mages’ Guild reported their findings to the

new Duke. They insisted that the confinement should have lasted many

more years. They went on to say that the trolls must have been released

by some powerful magic. The source of these energies could not be deter-

mined. Furthermore, since the Talon Scrolls were lost in the ritual which

created the prison, a second confinement could not be made unless an-

other copy of the ritual could be found.

For several years, the trolls continued to plague Trellheim. General

Morgan was usually able to keep a few steps ahead of them. The trolls

were disorganized and often fought among each other for control, and

Morgan was able to counter their actions using intelligence information

gathered by a group of expert scouts. It was discovered that human mer-

cenaries were helping the trolls in their attacks.

The General declared the Tower Hills as a war zone in the winter of

591. No citizens would be allowed to enter the area. Anyone found in the

hills would be assumed guilty of treason and immediately put to death.

During the autumn of 591, Alicia Hollymsong publicly reported that

undead were moving west through Nordenn

in large groups. Baron Bryan Nordenn

stepped forward to report additional find-

ings. He claimed that no attacks against his

people had occurred. Further, he stated that

the size of the groups had been greatly ex-

aggerated, and did not merit reporting.

Days later, Alicia stopped all trade

between Ash Forest and Nordenn. Duke

Alaric questioned her action, but she re-

mained elusive. Knowing the amani elves

are a strange people when it comes to trad-

ing, the Duke decided to drop the issue.

Baron Bryan became critically ill only

three weeks later. He had no comment as

to the cause of his illness, but rumors that

an elf had tried to poison him were whis-

pered throughout the Duchy.

In September, Baroness Alicia recalled

all of her knights to the Wold. The Barony

of the Ash Forest closed its borders com-

pletely and all trade stopped. Wild rumors

that Alicia was dying began to spread.

During the winter of 592-593, citizens

from the northern estates of Blythedale and

Nordenn began to report sightings of armies

of undead. In Blythedale, attacks against

these armies were led by Sir Thomas Grey,

who had been an officer in the army be-

fore earning his knighthood, and Sir Angus

Grimsby.

In May of 593, the Duke called a meeting of the Baronial Council to

discuss the situation in the Wold. Baron Stewart was furious at the elves

for not explaining their actions, and the Duke pointed out that the Ash

Forest had also not paid any of its taxes due for the last year, and at a time

when money was needed for the war against the trolls. At the conclusion

of the meeting, Duke Alaric announced that the Baroness was stripped of

all title and lands, and that the entire court of the Ash Forest was wanted

for treason.

Two weeks later, the mystery of the Wold was revealed. The King

traveled to Ashbury and conducted the largest trial ever recorded in the

kingdom’s history. Over a score of Ashbury nobles were charged with

crimes including treason, necromancy, and conspiracy.

Of the accused, Baron Stewart, Baron Dinayr, and Duke Alaric were

the most prominent. The evidence was supplied by Baroness Alicia and

the court of the Ash Forest. Apparently, Baron Dinayr had found some

means to create and control vast numbers of undead and was marching

them through Nordenn to fight the trolls. Information was uncovered

that many nobles knew of this but did not object or report it, either

because of fear of retribution or because they sincerely believed that the

trolls were more of a threat than the use of necromancy. Correspondence

was uncovered to prove the conspiracy; however, rumors surfaced im-

Angus Grimsby



mediately that those letters had been forged in order to provide evidence

of the conspiracy.

Duke Alaric, Baron Stewart, and Baron Dinayr were all stripped of

their titles and Obliterated, but none suffered their final deaths. Many

other nobles lost their lands and titles. In all, over twenty nobles were

sentenced to death, and those who resurrected would never again be

allowed to regain their titles.

Alicia was reinstated as the Baroness of the Ash Forest and her

entire court was commended for their actions. General Morgan was

knighted and then named to be the new Baron of Trellheim and Sir Tho-

mas was named as the new Baron of Blythedale. The King appointed

Dame Mara Tirane, one of his most trusted advisors, as the new Duchess

of Ashbury.

She appointed a number of new knights, naming Sir Angus Grimsby

and Sir Hieronymous Stone as her Paladins to oversee her nobles and

make sure they did not stray from the Code of Chivalry.

The The The The The TTTTTime of Chaos Bime of Chaos Bime of Chaos Bime of Chaos Bime of Chaos Beginseginseginseginsegins
Duchess Mara’s first real test came about when Sir Duncan, one of

Alaric’s knights whose title was not removed, proved to be working

with Alaric in a continuing attempt to regain the Duchy. Sir Duncan was

tried and executed for treason and has since disappeared to parts un-

known.

To complicate matters for the new Duchess, the liche Mourna reap-

peared, welcoming the Duchess to “her” new Duchy. Mourna then wan-

dered around the capital city, lulling the populace into believing that

perhaps she meant no harm this time.

The trolls continued to cause problems during this period and were

galvanized into action by a prophecy of theirs which predicted that

Fangthorn would rise again to defeat Ashbury. The trolls had been col-

lecting as many of his bones as could be uncovered, and were convinced

that they could place these bones together and once again bring Fangthorn

back to life.

Perhaps not coincidentally during this time, biata from around the

Duchy were experiencing strange dreams in which “a bat, a hammer and

a dove” were needed to defeat a great undead being. Later, these dreams

were confirmed when the Bardic College acknowledged that the Talon

Prophecies written by Oliver Songbringer also spoke of those three as

necessary for the survival of Ashbury.

Mourna  showed her true nature when she had her minion Pansolore

(a large undead creature with glowing red eyes) destroy the small town

of Peppercorn in Nordenn. The Nordenn court had been extremely rude

to her upon her visits to Ashbury City and this was seen as a retaliation

for that treatment. The attack left many dead and caused Nordenn to

spend a considerable amount of time and money to rebuild the town.

Baroness Alicia was also not spared of Mourna’s wrath. Mourna

captured the Baroness in the spring of 595 and turned her into an un-

dead vampire. After attempts to find her and rescue her failed, Duchess

Mara named her seneschal, amani elf Laurelin Goldsong, as the new

Baroness of the Ash Forest. This did not sit well with the Amani Coun-

cil, who felt that someone older and with more experience, and probably

from the Council itself, should have been named.

Mourna was finally destroyed by a Trellheim squire named Hanson

who apparently was able to accomplish this through trickery and a deal

with some local trolls. He was knighted for his actions, which angered

many who felt that he was not a very reputable person.

Battles with the trolls increased dramatically during that time, and

rumors that Fangthorn had indeed been brought back to life were con-

firmed when he appeared as a large undead creation. He challenged Ash-

bans in Trellheim, destroying large areas and controlling much of the

Tower Hills.

Baron Bryan, meanwhile, had proposed marriage to Duchess Mara

and she had accepted. Many cynically viewed this as a power grab, and

when Duchess Mara announced that she planned on naming Bryan as

Duke, with powers second only to her own, many suspicions were con-

firmed. However, insiders indicated that there was true affection between

the two;  however, Bryan’s words of proposal (“Mara, I want to be Duke”)

indicated the opposite was true.

In the midst of all the fighting in his barony, General Morgan

Blackbourne resigned, stating as a reason Duchess Mara’s “failure to

fulfill her obligations as liege,” because she had “allowed his good name

to be slandered by others with no retribution.” Observers noted that

Morgan himself had publicly spoken poorly of the Duchess on many

occasions, but Her Grace made no official statement on the matter. It is

true, however, that Morgan was not well liked by much of the populace

who still did not trust the Court of Trellheim.

Morgan had placed the ironically-named Justice McCoy as his heir,

but Justice had been removed of his title months earlier for some very

unchivalrous-like behavior which he claimed was caused by a gypsy

curse. With the agreement of her court and the Paladins, the Duchess

reinstated Justice’s title so that he could become Baron.

That same night, Baron Bryan resigned his position in order to

eventually become Duke.  He named his most senior knight Sir Bretton

as his heir. Baron Bretton then took on the last name “Nordenn” so that

the title could remain in the family as it has since its inception.

Meanwhile, Baron Thomas had finally had his wish granted and,

after spending much time gathering the components and the scroll, had

himself changed into an elf, thus making Ashbury the only duchy in the

kingdom with two elven barons. Baron Thomas had one elven parent

and one human parent and he apparently always resented the fact that

his twin sister, Lady Talia, was born an elf while he was born human.

It was also at this time that storms uncovered ancient tombs in the

estate of Barrowdowns. These strange caves, the entrance of which was

a large arch with mysterious writing, confounded many who studied

them.

FFFFFangthorn Rangthorn Rangthorn Rangthorn Rangthorn Returnseturnseturnseturnseturns
The trolls, meanwhile, pushed on with their revenge quest. And

help came from a most unusual place.

The Talon Prophecies stated that help in these dire times could be

obtained from three heroes. These heroes were referred to as the Bat, the

Hammer, and the Dove.

In search of the Dove, five mysterious Swan Maidens tested citi-

zens of Ashbury for loyalty, bravery, and sacrifice. They chose a young

adventurer named Kittery Ann Holindarn, a scavenger named Manx

Deserett, and a captain of the guard named Elias Triphammer. All three

were forged anew on the Spirit Forge to become the three Heroes of the

Prophecy. Elias became the Hammer, a golem with invulnerability to

minor attacks and with enough power to possibly crush Fangthorn. Kittery

became the Dove, one who had a myriad assortment of Life spells to

protect the town. Manx became the Bat, whose magical cloak could ab-

sorb necromantic spells, thus protecting others from harm.

Fangthorn, meanwhile, had reopened his long dormant laborato-

ries and began his breeding of the mutant creatures he called “thrulls.”

Using his own people in his desperate attempt to breed stronger and

more powerful servants, he created these abominations which possessed

miraculous abilities — and devastating weaknesses.

A being called Lord Krell came to Ashbury then and convinced the

Bat, Hammer, and Dove into journeying ‘to the front’ to give added

support to the Ducal armies as they fought Fangthorn’s host from reach-

ing the city. Rightly sensing it to be a trap, Duchess Mara  forbade the

three Heroes from undertaking the journey. She instead allowed a recon

force to investigate the progress at the front.

The recon group, led by Baron Bretton Nordenn, unwittingly sprung

the trap, and Fangthorn’s elite guard chose to flank the strongest fighters

of Ashbury and attack an apparently vulnerable city. In a running fight,

the trap actually backfired on the trolls when they ran into the Bat, the

Hammer, and the Dove.

The fight was grand. Lord Krell and his followers linked with the

trolls and did tremendous damage to the people of Ashbury, but the aid



of the Bat, Hammer and Dove helped to turn the tide of the battle.

As night fell, pairs of Amani Rangers stealthily slipped through the

war lines and enemy camps to inform Baroness Laurelin of the situation

outside of Ashbury. With the information given to her from these guard-

ians of the Forest, two strike forces were organized to assault command

posts in an effort to learn more of the attack to come.

With precision and teamwork, they crushed the command posts

and recovered pieces of a map that led to the laboratory of the Master of

Trolls, Fangthorn. The Bat, Hammer and Dove led a brigade that crushed

the laboratory and created a turning point in the war.

After leaving Fangthorn’s laboratory, the Heroes returned to Ash-

bury city to discover it under serious attack by Fangthorn’s army. Wave

after wave were brought down by the adventurers of Ashbury but more

trolls and undead continued to pour in. The citizens’ resources were quickly

diminishing. The onslaught continued, and Ashbury appeared doomed. The

Duchess herself fell and died before help could reach her.

Fangthorn’s confidence grew to the point where he toyed with the

children of Ashbury with a mocking form of honor combat. Brave indi-

viduals like Baron Bretton and Sheriff Radric were allowed to strike his

immense form many times before he beat them into the ground itself.

The adventurers then rallied around the Hammer and plunged into

Fangthorn’s guard like a battering ram. This force enabled the Hammer to

attack Fangthorn, and after an eternal battle, bring him down.

As required by the Prophecy, the Bat covered Fangthorn with her

cloak, the Dove sang the proscribed funeral dirge, and the Hammer shat-

tered the Troll King’s bones into dust. Thus completing their task, the three

returned to their normal state, although their lives would never again be the

same.

The The The The The WWWWWay Say Say Say Say Stationtationtationtationtation
This time of war was also the first appearance of a Story-weaver,

who traveled the land seeking those willing to learn the art of storytelling.

It was not the last time Ashbury would interact with these strange beings.

Soon after, Duchess Mara and Duke Bryan were wed in a very

simple ceremony. True to her word, she named him  Duke.

Then, on a summer day in 595, a number of multicolored balls of light

were seen darting through the streets of Ashbury. These orbs selectively

chased down and enveloped numerous citizens of the city and surrounding

countryside. Anyone so touched disappeared in a flash of light. It was

noticed that only so-called “adventurers” were captured in this way; chil-

dren, the elderly, and peasants were ignored.

The victims found themselves rifted through the planes. Their final

destination was a place known as The Way Station. The Way Station is a

sort of interplanar tavern apparently located between all the planes, at the

center of the “multiverse.”

Its proprietor was a blue skinned gentleman who was referred to by

some of the patrons as “The Traveler.” Witnesses claim that this same

bartender was present several weeks earlier in Ashbury city. Apparently

he had been gathering information regarding Ashbury currency and the

value of various objects, knowledge of which he used to price items he had

in the Way Station using Ashbury currency. The fellow was quite the mys-

terious type, who answered questions with questions. He did not aid his

visitors, nor did he harm them.

The Way Station itself was a strange and mysterious place, filled

with mist and with eerie lights everywhere. Outside of the Station building

itself was a maze-like Arena with grey walls that towered fifty feet into

Baron Bretton, Elias Triphammer, Manx Deserett, Thengor the dwarf, Kittery Holindarn, Killian the jester



the air.

The customers and clientele of The Way Station were all creatures

that seemed bizarre and alien to the visiting Ashbury citizens. There were

beings every color of the rainbow and more. There were some with horns,

spikes and other protrusions on different parts of their bodies. Occasion-

ally hostile creatures would rift in through the entrance and attack Way

Station customers.

For example, while there, the Ashbans witnessed the release of the

raw chaos trapped within the center of the multiverse, caused by an in-

sane mage calling himself “The Lord of Misrule.”

The “Primers” (as the Ashbans were called) eventually discovered

that they were brought to the Way Station by the “Planar Federation”

because the Federation thought that the primers had learned how to plane

shift on their own. When it was discovered that this was not the case,

they were unceremoniously returned — some would say they were kicked

out. They returned in one large flash of light, all appearing exactly where

they initially rifted away. All seemed relatively unharmed but a little

shaken from the whole encounter.

However, the Way Station was not finished with Ashbury. Six

months later, the wave of raw, primal Chaos that had been released from

the Way Station swept over Ashbury. This deluge of Chaos caused wide-

spread pandemonium in Ashbury City and its surrounding lands. Minor

rifts spontaneously opened and closed in random locations. These rifts

spewed out raw Chaos, random spells, chaos elementals, and all manner

of things.  Ward spells apparently began malfunctioning, with Ward Keys

opening different Ward locks. Creatures of Chaos began appearing all

over the area. Certain spells began to misfunction, and even ritual mag-

ics were affected by the Chaos, with the results of casting such rituals

highly unpredictable.

At the same time the wave of Chaos hit, three powerful chaos crea-

tures also appeared. The three were apparently embodiments of differ-

ent forces of Chaos and each seemed to be working against the others.

Myxl was a glib little creature called a “Chaos Imp.” Myxl claimed

that he embodied the forces of both Chaos and Life. He also claimed

that he was not a minion of chaos but was merely “random.”

The second of these chaos creatures was named Kaitlynn. She

claimed to be the “Queen of Chaos and Death” from the Elemental Plane

of Chaos.

The third creature was known only as Plyxt. Unlike the other two,

he seemed to have less of an established plan. Plyxt ran wildly around

the town randomly committing acts of chaos and generally causing mass

confusion. He never seemed to be quiet or still for a moment, and was

always gibbering or talking.

All three of these Chaosspawn befriended numerous townsfolk and

travelers with their presents of “Chaos Powers.” With her kiss, Kaitlynn

bestowed a number of a group of ne’er-do-wells from a neighboring

duchy who called themselves The Brotherhood with an assortment of ran-

dom abilities. By biting the necks of his chosen, Myxl bestowed his powers

of Chaos to members of the court of Trellheim. Plyxt forced his “Seeds of

Chaos” down the throats of random passersby, endowing them with new

skills.

These three creatures would have had free reign in Ashbury, spread-

ing their Chaos across the whole town, if it was not for the efforts of the

forces of Order. A being known as Taris, the “Star Mage,” made of pure

eldritch energy, arrived and claimed to be a minion of the Element of

Order. He had one of his bone golems travel the town and return to him

with Lord Magistrate Faustus Neumacht, Squire Ivan Drake, and an

adventurer named Unrok Garror — all of whom in Taris’ opinion repre-

sented order.

Taris then underwent a strange ritual that imbued these three indi-

viduals with the Element of Order, with each embodying a different as-

pect of Order. Taris sent these three champions of Order out to combat

Chaos. The efforts of the three were later aided by Taris himself. Patrol-

ling the town, the Star Mage sought out the people who had contact with

the chaos creatures, and purged them of the Chaos taint with which they

were infected.

Taris also instructed his three Champions of Order that there was a

way to contain the Chaos on our plane by reforming the Seals that had

been broken at the Way Station. To do this they needed a person that

embodied each of the Elements: Life, Death, Order and Chaos. Taris

stated that required for the reforming of the Seals was a direct link to the

Plane of Chaos. It seemed that one late Saturday afternoon such a link

was opening.

Taris gathered together a group of adventurers who could slip in-

side the sphere and attempt to close the rift. He chose a scholar named

Solemn Judgement to lead this expedition, and instructed him in the

proper ritual to close such a rift. Solemn organized a group and they

entered the rift. After fighting off wave after wave of Chaos creatures,

the brave group finally reached the heart of the rift and Solemn began

the ritual. With his successful completion, there was a flash of energy

and the slowly widening gate to the plane of Chaos was closed.

However, the rift outside of the Dragon’s Flagon, the Ashbury tav-

ern most frequented by nobility and adventurers,  remained. The dead-

line for closing the Rift passed as some of the members of an evil adven-

turing group known as “The Brotherhood” succeeded in preventing Ash-

bury from closing the rift.

Over that winter, chaos reigned in Ashbury, as more and more spells

failed and more and more randomness ruined everyone’s lives.

Taris reappeared over the winter to report that the Chaos had grown

so strong that it could no longer be closed from this plane. In order to

close the rift and halt the advance of Chaos it was now necessary to

journey back to the Way Station — the center of the Chaos — and re-

form the broken seals which had contained Chaos.

Taris then gave a brief history of the Multiverse. At first, there was

only Raw Chaos; out of this emerged the other three Elements: Order,

Life, and Death. After the First Elemental War, waged between Chaos

and the combined forces of Order, Death and Life, the three new ele-

ments succeeded in containing the primeval Chaos in the Multiverse at

the place that is now called the Way Station.

This was the so-called “Nexus,” a place of neutrality where all could

meet. However, the influence of Chaos decayed the Nexus until it be-

came what it is today: the seedy “bar” of the Way Station.

The Chaos was confined in the four “seals” which the Ashbans saw

broken the previous summer. Unbeknownst to many, the four Ambassa-

dors known as the Incarnates [The Inquisitor (Order/Vis), the Marauder

(Chaos/Entropy), the Celestine (Life/Genesis), and the Nefandus (Death/

Nether)] were themselves “living” seals on the imprisoned Chaos. Their

destruction by the Lord of Misrule released it by performing the Ritual

of Unbinding using the blood of a fey, which contains trace amounts of

the four pure elements forbidden in the Way Station.

Since the ritual that destroyed the seals involved the blood of the

fey — the oldest living beings — Taris believed that the fey might be

involved in the reforming of the seals as well, although he was unsure.

It was the Saturday when most of Ashbury was celebrating the cen-

tennial of the duchy’s founding. Citizens of all types had crowded into

Gwendolyn’s Field, many strangely attracted to that new tourist attrac-

tion, the Chaos Rift. The Town Guard stood by in preparation, held back

the onlookers, and attacked whenever something strange came out of

the rift.

In the midst of all this “chaos,” Taris appeared and spoke to those

he needed to send back to the Way Station. According to Taris, the ad-

venturers he would send to the Way Station would have to find eight

“essences” — one of each of the aspects (pure Order, Order and Life,

Order and Death, pure Chaos, Chaos and Life, Chaos and Death, pure

Life, and pure Death.)

Much negotiation ensued when a sailor named Sundra from the mer-

chant vessel the Harvest Moon, an aspect of Death that was needed for

the ritual to send the heroes to the Station, demanded compensation. Even-

tually, an agreement was reached and Taris performed the ritual.

The presence of the Chaos Rift however disrupted the ritual, and

instead of only eight traveling, more than seventy citizens were sent

back to the Way Station. Although this went against Taris’ plans, it actu-



ally worked to Ashbury’s benefit, as these brave adventurers were able to

assist in the destruction of the Chaos Rift at the Way Station.

What the brave Ashbans did not realize upon arriving was the ef-

fect the chaos would have upon the time

continuum. This fact was quickly real-

ized when, just a few short hours after

journeying to the Way Station, the min-

ions of Pansolore rifted in from 150

years in the future to recruit beings to

join in Pansolore’s chaos horde.

Led by an undead former Duke

Alaric Dragonhart and an undead

former Baron Morgan Blackbourne,

they entered the station and began

speaking as if they too did not realize

what the chaos had done to the time

stream. Ex-Baron Morgan became the

first to realize when and where they

were as he recognized many of the in-

dividuals whom he had thought long

dead.

Lord Morgan, once again pro-

claiming himself Baron of Trellheim,

spoke in earnest with the citizens tell-

ing them that they had already failed

and their actions were for naught.

As if that was not disturbing

enough, the following day a future

Baron Thomas Grey appeared and of-

fered to assist in sealing the chaos rift.

They all shared the knowledge that, in

their future, Pansolore had become the

Duke of Ashbury shortly after the citi-

zens failed to close the rift.

They offered to take several adventurers into the Ash Forest, and to

Tir Nan og, the (future) home of the fey. After their trials and tribulations

they returned with the seal of Chaos and Life.

Meanwhile, other adventurers searched for the rest of the seals.

Though the citizens of Ashbury found themselves overwhelmed by, and

sometime assaulted by, the diverse races of the planes, they sallied forth to

continue to collect as many of the remaining eight seals as they could find.

Finally all of the seals were combined together and the binding ritual

was cast. During the ritual casting, much as they had promised, Morgan

and Alaric returned from the future with a horde of undead to stop the

closing of the chaos rift. They tore into the poor Ashbans and attempted to

halt the casting.

Many chaos elementals and creatures beyond description entered

the fray as well, but it was all for naught. The binding succeeded, and the

rift was closed. With the closing of the rift, the future which included the

rift ceased to exist, and all the future incarnations faded from existence.

The Return of AlaricThe Return of AlaricThe Return of AlaricThe Return of AlaricThe Return of Alaric
Evendarr’s new King Mykel was visited by infamous former Duke

Alaric Dragonhart almost immediately upon his crowning. Alaric later at-

tended the 596 New Year’s celebration at the Dragon’s Flagon in good

spirits and full of confidence. He was accompanied by three former knights

of the court of Nordenn: Regina Mason, Ernesto Guvey, and Uther

Parlonius. Much to the surprise of many attending Ashbans, it was soon

discovered that Alaric had come to the party to celebrate “his imminent

return to the status of nobility.”

He confidently boasted that once a message arrived from the King’s

court solidifying what he considered to be a “done deal,” he would become

a royal knight. Duke Bryan Nordenn raised an eyebrow to this notion and

there was some skepticism among party goers as to whether or not this

was true.

Alaric’s cohorts assured nay-sayers that his ascension to nobility was

unquestionable. Ernesto claimed that the evidence used in the trials of 593

against Alaric was falsified and if the new King reopened the case, he’d

find that King Joseph had made a terrible

error in judgement when he found Duke

Alaric guilty for trafficking in undead and

conspiracy to use necromancy.

Alaric, meanwhile, spent much of his

time consorting with longtime friend Lord

Morgan Blackbourne, who had constantly

proclaimed Alaric’s innocence.

As predicted, a message from the King

was delivered to Alaric during the festivi-

ties. He opened it in the company of his sup-

porters and a small crowd of party goers.

After reading it for a few seconds, he tore

the note into several pieces and stormed out

of the tavern, with Lord Morgan and Ernesto

chasing after him. The remains of this letter

were not found.

Perhaps Alaric was overconfident in

his belief that the new king would grant a

criminal of his stature a noble title again. His

sizeable ego and supreme overconfidence

had been part of his downfall in the past,

and it appeared that the new King was well

aware of Alaric’s reputation, as no title was

restored.

It was soon thereafter that Duchess

Mara had Lord Morgan convicted of numer-

ous charges, the most serious of which was

treason, and he was stripped of his noble

title, lands and possessions. A long list of

charges against him was read to the public.

Evidently getting wind of his upcoming arrest, Morgan left town be-

fore he could be apprehended and has not been seen since.
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In May of 596, Baroness Laurelin Goldsong of the Ash Forest an-

nounced her resignation after several years of serving in that position. No

official reason was given for Laurelin’s resignation, though there had been

rumors of a dispute between the Baroness and the Court of Chivalry.

Laurelin retained her position as a Ducal Knight and was in addition

awarded the honorary title of Viscountess by Duke Bryan Nordenn. She

named as her heir Sir Eridan Talaraine.

Within a month, in a questionable display of baronial authority, Baron

Eridan forcibly destroyed the spirit link on the magically glamoured weapon

of his squire Algar Winterwind, an action which ultimately led to further

major changes within the Ash Forest. The sword was given to the Vis-

countess who then left for parts unknown with the sword.

Eridan and Laurelin were stripped of all noble titles by the Duke and

Duchess. Eridan had been Baron less than a month.

The Duchess stated that Eridan’s removal was not based on the con-

tention over the sword, but on the nefariousness of the act and the distinct

intention of the leaders of the Ash Forest to avoid any form of arbitration

or fairness in regards to the service rendered by their former squire.

It is not known if Eridan’s actions were influenced by oaths to his

former liege lord Laurelin, who clearly harbored tremendous resentment

of Algar — going so far as to instigate the entire issue by pressing for

Algar’s removal as a squire despite tremendous progression towards knight-

hood in the eyes of the paladins.

“I stand by my belief that the magic sword which Algar was wielding

was Baronial property and therefore I was within my rights to reclaim it,”

stated Eridan after his removal. “However, the actions I took in doing so

were inappropriate and unacceptable for anyone, especially a noble of this
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Duchy. Their Graces’ decision to remove my Barony and title was correct

and I bear them no ill will for doing so. I hope that some day, I can regain

the trust which they had placed in me.”

The Paladin Konrad Valinor was granted the title of Baron of the Ash

Forest. Although Baron Konrad extended his hand and offered positions to

the former members of Eridan’s court, the wounds were far too fresh and

they refused.

Konrad soon filled his court with many non-elves, which did nothing

to endear himself to the Amani Council.

The FThe FThe FThe FThe First First First First First Fangthorn angthorn angthorn angthorn angthorn WWWWWar (Again)ar (Again)ar (Again)ar (Again)ar (Again)
In the summer of 596, deep within the Archives of the Bardic Col-

lege, a series of previously unknown transcripts created by the first Duke

of Ashbury were discovered containing immense amounts of information

chronicling the First War of Fangthorn. Whereas information up until that

point had been generally sparse, these reference materials were crisp,

clear, and concise.

Oliver’s version of what happened that day have already been printed

in this treatise earlier, but what else was found was most mysterious. Newer

entries contained many mysteries as it spoke of the war being fought anew.

Oliver wrote:

After the song was completed, a great mist formed around Ash-

bury transporting several individuals to the final scene of the drama

of the First Fangthorn War. As Brimstone informed me, the three Arbi-

ters apparently appeared and did their best to prevent paradoxes

from occurring by using a great beast to discipline those they noticed

changing the time stream, although I could not see them. This was an

unfortunate after effect, as I obviously wanted at first to have the

time stream changed. I have learned my error in doing this, and I will

forever be damned for it. My entire life has been dedicated to making

up for this one error in judgement.

When my charges first arrived, they appeared within the bodies

of individuals in the newly formed 7th Infantry, the Doomgrinders.

Placed in six companies, they were ordered according to their battle

experience.

Each individual company was introduced to many of the prominent

personalties of the time such as Connor Arawyn, who appeared briefly

to spur on the recruits’ morale before moving to the western flank

with his Company of the Storm to confront the legions of Bowelmuncher,

the Chieftain of the Rockknuckle clans.

General Vaaladus Patton served to instruct the troops and tragi-

cally defied Queen Meriel’s outlawing of necromancy during the war.

It took weeks to get word back to her to determine that he had actu-

ally gone against her wishes, as he lied several times, saying he had

been granted dispensation. A meeting with the elves of the Amani

forest brought a confrontation which led to his admitting of guilt. His

sentence was obliteration and his head was placed on a pike outside

the gates of Ashbury as a warning to necromancers and those who

defy the Queen.

Perhaps the most strange of the incidents that occurred were the

experiments conducted by Dr. Theopolis Nathan Tolulene, the master

of the Army’s research and development group. Created in response

to the thrulls created by Fangthorn, the research and development

group charged Dr. Theopolis to create wondrous but often flawed

items. Although his experiments usually failed, his rewards were great.

Adora Mitland, head of the Medical Contingent, the Quarter-

master General, and Sir Arthur Capulus proved to be my bane —

carrying out a vile campaign of genocide against our troll oppo-

nents. It seemed that while many companies were dispatched to meet-

ing Fangthorn’s warlords, Adora and her cronies were dispatching

our troops to conduct a war of no regrets upon Fangthorn’s peoples.

Several groups were dispatched to poison water and food supplies,

kill noncombatants such as children and elderly, and Arthur, seeking

revenge for his uncle’s murder, attempted to burn down a troll library.

I was frankly surprised they even had a library. Perhaps I misjudged

them from the start. Perhaps we all have. Although three of our com-

panies committed these atrocities, three justly refused to carry out

these wicked deeds.

Adora Mitland and her allies were revealed by the Order of the

Unlidded Eye, an ad hoc military organization responsible for intelli-

gence. MI officers unraveled the scheme but Adora escaped some-

time after the battle. For his actions, Arthur was executed and his

body returned to the estate of Capulus to be enshrined by those troll

hating fanatics we failed to catch.

The Fangkillers negotiated with the Yellowback goblins to en-

courage them to desert Fangthorn's forces; however several mem-

bers of the “Trellheim Warrior Sect” murdered them by the dozens. It

would have been a great blow to Fangthorn and would have aided

our cause to use the Yellowbacks as laborers.

The Rising Phoenix however pulled off the most crucial mission,

as I polymorphed and transformed some of their members to approach

troll elders and encourage them to reveal Fangthorn’s plans. We dis-

covered how honorable the trolls were in their cause and that sur-

prised us greatly.

Critical negotiations with the Sand Tigers held our northern front;

however for some strange reason the barbarians became virulently

sick after encountering my representatives (hours after they signed

the critical treaty), and they have died by the thousands. I can only

blame myself for the deaths of this proud tribe, as someone among the

time travelers apparently had passed an epidemic into their ranks.

One among the Ashbans of the future took up the mantle of the Sand

Tigers, and since he was not within his own body, he was able to

return to his time and hopefully will raise the Sand Tigers out of the

ashes so they may walk the sands of western Trellheim once again.

In the darkness of the evening, I took much preparation respond-

ing to the evil which Fangthorn was assaulting us with. The true offen-

sive came when Stumpmaker and his Nightwalker clan assaulted the

town.

With only one magic weapon available to us (in retrospect I should

have made more), the town battled powerful undead trolls, twisted

and animated to kill the living within the camp. The lack of investment

in silver weapons by the Companies proved their undoing, as many of
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the lesser creatures that Fangthorn sent against us required silver

weapons to hit. Whether by honor or by means Fangthorn granted

only Stumpmaker, a powerful mummy and two cackling corpse body

guards resisted all weapons except magical ones. The brigade mem-

bers fought valiantly, but many withdrew to fortifications and

Stumpmaker fled when his minions were massacred.

The last battle against Fangthorn surprised everyone, as he came

forward under the flag of truce. Gunther Darnok, Warden of the North-

ern lands to the east of the Ash Forest, stepped forward with Lorin Al-

fenwen, commander of the amani elves, to greet Fangthorn as honor-

able adversaries.

(Gunther served during the Wizard War with honor, but I am afraid

he will forever hate me for my becoming Duke of Ashbury over him. The

Songbringers and the Darnoks had long been friends for generations,

and over the issue of Fangthorn he turned his back upon his family

name and bastardized his title of “North Warden” into Nordenn and

named the lands granted to him after his new family — his people.)

Gunther (who had acquired a limp somewhere since last I had seen

him), met Fangthorn with Lorin and Arthur, and Fangthorn announced

that the depredations against his people had been ended honorably and

in many cases prevented and that he would in turn demonstrate the

honor of his people by casting his last obliterate into the ground instead

of using it on a soldier. To an ovation and beating of shields from the

brigade, Fangthorn promised an honorable fight, and an exchange of

prisoners of war. His troops would first aid the fallen in exchange for

similar treatment of his troops.

Gunther agreed but Arthur Capulus, hater of anything trollish, at-

tacked Fangthorn under the flag of truce. As Gunther moved to stop

him, Fangthorn invoked the Gaseous Form of his enchanted weapon

and returned to his forces.

Softening up our forces with the last of his trolls, some of them

barely able to hold a sword, Adora and Arthur managed to kill some

during the initial wave, but many of the soldiers also killed the troll

warriors. Still remaining honorable, Fangthorn’s next wave adminis-

tered half of the death blows that our forces administered on them. Arthur

was caught and executed on the field of battle for these continuous vio-

lations of the honor battle. After several more waves of grunts, Fangthorn

finally appeared heading his elite bone troll children. As the lines faced

off against each other, Fangthorn hurled a pantherghast and a chaos

elemental lord directly into the rear of our lines. I summoned a fire

elemental promptly in response.

Stumpmaker stood by the side of his master, but seemed to ab-

sorb the healing magics thrown upon him and counteract all of the

disarms thrown at him. Fangthorn also held off our forces by revers-

ing his metabolism, absorbing countless gases and incapacitating

spells.

Just as all Fangthorn’s warriors were nearly eliminated, my nem-

esis created a horde of charnal juggernauts and began the battle

anew. The troops fought long and hard and it was a member of the

Rising Phoenix who activated an item given him by Doctor Theopolis

which invoked a cursed spell upon Fangthorn's exhausted form and

rained blows upon him, knocking the troll king unconscious.

Fangthorn was captured and the victory was ours!

In order to preserve the peace, this Dragon Mage had to be

stopped. From the arcane pages of the Talon Scrolls, I summoned a

Spirit Shatter, smashing Fangthorn into a thousand pieces and scat-

tering them for miles. I then promptly invoked a Greater Proscribe

against the trolls in the area, trapping them within the area in which

we fought. I used this sorcery in the area so that no troll could walk

from their caves without death falling upon them.

I saw this as my duty, but I immorally killed an honorable crea-

ture, and sealed the fate of many in the future, as he will forever

discard honor for revenge. When the trolls are released from their

prison years later, they will have lost their ways and become savage

and brutal. I have doomed Ashbury with enmity for hundreds of years

to come.

As I finish this account, my Gwendolyn has passed into the grave-

yards and Henry is ready to take up the mantle of leadership. Old

they think me on my death bed, but I drink this poison with the inten-

tion of punishing myself for the crimes I have committed. I deserve

death, but the Duchy I forged survives ever still.

Interviews with adventurers later revealed that Oliver had appar-

ently somehow, at the time of the War, gone forward in time to grab some

of Ashbury’s greatest heroes who then appeared back in time in the guise

of members of the Royal Army. This revelation explained the hundred

year mystery of the “Time of Madness” as Ashbans from the future found

themselves in the bodies of soldiers fighting the war against Fangthorn.

MMMMMororororore Ne Ne Ne Ne Noble Changesoble Changesoble Changesoble Changesoble Changes
While back in time, a number of biata found themselves in the bodies

of and confused with biata from a hundred years earlier. They were brought

to a meeting where battles against the kingdom were discussed with the

biata elders. The elders were hoping in some ways for the trolls to be

successful, because that might prevent the encroachment of the kingdom

into the barbarian and biata lands.

This conversation was overheard by members of the court of Trellheim

and as soon as the Ashbans returned back to their proper time, Baron

Justice ordered the death of “all biata.”

Before the Paladins could do anything about this, Ashbury was at-

tacked by an undead barbarian mummy named Baracus Kul who demanded

the return of the barbarian ancestral lands. Justice spent some time nego-

tiating with her and agreed to her demands, and the Duchess, who was

acting quite strangely according to onlookers, agreed with Justice and then

resigned her title. The barbarian freehold called “the Vansir Reclaim” was

later established by Duke Bryan and Baracus Kul, true to her word, left

with her undead army and was never seen again.

The next day, the Paladins (Sir Faustus Neumacht, Sir Ivan Drake,

and Dame Kittery Holindarn) announced that Justice’s title was removed

for a number of causes. First, they spoke of Justice’s actions against the

biata, pointing out that Justice’s order smacked more of murder than ex-

ecution.

“A further affront,” wrote the Paladins in a unanimous decision pub-

lished in the Ashbury Times, “was that he ordered commoners to dispense

this so-called ‘justice’ in his place — many commoners and nobles alike

questioned this immoral and unjust order. The Baron later claimed he merely

wished to ‘frighten’ the biata out of town, yet he admitted he would have

killed them given the chance.”

The Paladins continued: “Baron Justice likewise ordered the death of

the mystic wood elf Azura for adultery, though this was never carried out.

While adultery is considered by most to be immoral, it is not illegal. Justice

wished to punish Azura for ‘meddling’ in time, but that did not give him

authority to arbitrarily and illegally order her death.

“In another instance, the Baron ordered his Court not to administer

Life spells to any commoners, as he felt commoners were not curing his

Court. This is a lamentable situation, when citizens do not wish to aid the

nobles who protect them. However, to respond by simply withholding aid

to all the citizenry runs against the Code: ‘Thou shalt protect the weak and

constitute thyself the defender of them.’ The proper course of action was

to rebuild the bonds with the people, not to ignobly refuse aid to those the

Baron was sworn to protect.

“Finally,” the Paladins wrote, “there are the events surrounding the

visit of the undead barbarian Baracus Kul. Justice parleyed with the crea-

ture for some time, and negotiated an agreement with it. Her Grace was

nearby, and repeatedly stated she would only negotiate with living barbar-

ians. Baron Justice actively advocated Baracus Kul’s position, and negoti-

ated an ‘agreement’ favorable to the undead. There was to be no fighting

for 28 days. During this time, Ashbury would consider completely evacu-

ating the capital for five days, as this would supposedly end Baracus Kul’s

undead curse. What disturbs us most of all is that the Baron actually advo-

cated the undead’s position and was counseling toward accepting her de-

mands.



“Justice convinced the Duchess to put aside her opposition, and she

approved the agreement he had negotiated. This decision caused an up-

roar and near riot among the gathered citizens and nobles, who wished to

destroy the abomination

and railed against this gross

violation of the Code:

‘Thou shalt make war

upon evil without cessa-

tion.’ For this single lapse

in judgment — agreeing to

what Baron Justice had

brokered — our beloved

Duchess has resigned and

left our fair duchy.

“These various viola-

tions of the Code by Baron

Justice McCoy cannot be

tolerated,” they con-

cluded. “Our nobles must

stand as examples to the

citizenry, as shining bea-

cons of Chivalry. After de-

bating and consulting with

other nobles until dawn,

we had no choice but to

remove his title.” The

lands constituting the Bar-

ony of Trellheim were then

converted into a Military District under control of Duke Bryan. Sir Radric

Hellfax was appointed as Military Governor.

This decision did not sit well with the other barons who voiced

their protests. There was a heated debate between Duke Bryan and Sir

Hanson of Trellheim over this proclamation. Sir Hanson demanded that

under the law, he, as Justice’s heir, should run Trellheim. The Duke re-

fused, stating that he did not believe that Hanson would have the support

of the commoners.

“If a noble is removed, then the will naming an heir is invalid,” stated

legal expert Quentin Dunbury. “This issue came up just a few months ago

when Eridan’s will was not allowed.”

The Court of Trellheim had not had a very good reputation among

many, if not most, of the citizens of Ashbury for many years, and even

visitors from other duchies had commented on the “greed” of its mem-

bers. Justice became the third Baron of Trellheim in a row to be removed

or who resigned in disgrace.

As for Duchess Mara, it was clear that she never enjoyed the duties

of being in charge of a duchy and had resigned, leaving her husband in

charge. Ashbury became the first duchy in the kingdom ever to have a

biata Duke.

Ashbury Aids LizardmenAshbury Aids LizardmenAshbury Aids LizardmenAshbury Aids LizardmenAshbury Aids Lizardmen
In the winter of 597, lizardmen came to Ashbury in small groups

asking for help. It seemed that due to the unusually cold weather during

the summer, the caves that the lizardmen normally hibernate in had not

stored the heat necessary to sustain them through the winter. They had

become desperate, and were now divided into two factions on how to best

deal with their problem. The first group wanted to work with anyone that

would help, but the second was very suspicious of everyone, and wanted

no part in getting non-lizardmen involved.

The lizardmen had had some luck in obtaining information that would

help them, but not in actually getting the help. They had attempted to per-

form a Contact Earth ritual in order to find an artifact that they had only

heard of in legend known as the “Everburning Torch of Ghoss.” It was

said that the torch was an eternal heat source, and that any area that the

torch took residence in became a tropical climate. This greatly took the

lizardmen’s attention, and so they saw this as their only means of survival.

The only problem they had now was the fact that the ritual had flawed,

leaving in its stead a gate that would only stay open for a short while that

lead to what some believed to be a polar cap, where the torch had been

kept.

At this time, a

lizardman by the name

of Sovar took it upon

himself and some of his

clansmen to find help

wherever he could. He

in turn came to

Ashbury, and was the

one that told of large

groups of fire elemen-

tals in the area that

were attacking them,

looking for the Torch.

The lizardmen warned

the citizens about these

elementals, and said that

they were fiercely pow-

erful, and would lay

waste to anything in

their path.

The lizardmen

spoke to Duke Bryan,

asking for help in their

time of need. Shortly

afterwards, Sovar and his group led a group of adventurers into caves

outside of town that some of the lizardmen were holed up in to meet with

the leader of the second faction of lizardmen. If he would agree to their

help, the adventurers would have access to the gate that was created,

leading to the Torch’s retrieval.

When the adventurers got to the gate, they found nearly fifty fire

elemental type beings. Most were fairly weak, but there were four el-

emental lords there which were the main cause of the problems. It took

some time, but the citizens succeeded in getting to the gate. Once through,

the people found themselves transported to one of the polar caps. An ice

bridge lay before them, protected by a group of yetis. The cold was so

bad that the party found that they were taking damage simply from stand-

ing. Across the bridge they could see the Torch.

What they saw was unnerving. The surrounding landscape was

melting away, leaving slush and mud in its wake. Standing next to that

were two water elementals, seemingly protecting their prize.

Duke Bryan then asked to step over the bridge to speak to the two.

Permission was granted and the Duke stepped forward. As his group

slowly began succumbing to the cold, the Duke bargained with the beings

for the torch. In return for being allowed to “borrow” the torch for the

duration of the winter, the Duke traded a Control Water Elemental magic

item that belonged to the Barony of the Ash Forest.

The water elementals quickly agreed, and said that they would bring

the torch to town at once, on the condition that the item be given at that

time. The Duke agreed.

Shortly thereafter, the Duke and the rest of the party journeyed back

through the gate, and returned to Ashbury. Two water elemental lords

followed soon afterwards, carrying the Torch. Their names were Minos

Celsius and Absero. They exchanged the Torch for the item with the Duke

and Algar, and decided to stay with the citizens to fight the oncoming

attack of fire elementals that they sensed was coming.

Sure enough, not fifteen minutes later a group of fire elementals

attacked, with the leaders being four of considerable power. Minos and

Absero fought alongside the citizenry without fear, and in the end fell to

the onslaught of the flaming creatures.

The townsfolk kept fighting bravely, with a large number being

Imprisoned in the process. Thankfully it seemed that most of the casters

of the fire elementals were celestial, and Death spells were not in abun-
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dance. With the falling of Minos and Absero, the Plane of Water felt the

need to send two others in order to continue the fight. No sooner than

did they appear then the fight was finally over. It was hard fought, but

Ashbury was victorious once again.

With the retrieval of the Torch of Ghoss, the lizardmen felt new life

and hope. Sovar and Frazick promised to do what they could in the

coming year to try to help with relations of their people and Ashbury.

The Duke simply asked for that, and the return of the Torch to himself

when winter was over so that he may return it to the water elementals as

he had promised.

It appeared that after many years of animosity that there would

finally be peace between the Ashbans and the lizardmen. Unfortunately,

thanks once again to the court of Trellheim, that would not last long.

MMMMMorganna Rorganna Rorganna Rorganna Rorganna Returnseturnseturnseturnseturns
In the cold frigid morning of the ides of January the desecrated

remains of the town of Bartleby once again stood before the assembled

armies of the Military District of Trellheim. Legions of twisted corpses,

non-corporeal undead, and other horrors “awaited” their attackers be-

neath the gray overcast skies of what was once a prosperous community.

Never really a peaceful or beautiful place, Bartleby was neverthe-

less the home to well over 500 citizens before the fall of 596 where the

Shadow Mage, Loscarnos De Morganna, claimed it in tribute for his

undead wife Strykna, who had been executed by Sir Hanson of Trell-

heim.

Hundreds lost their lives that day — brutally butchered, captured,

or “disappearing” — demonstrating the uncharacteristic anger and fury

displayed by the Ancient Vampire Morganna. Taking many days to mo-

bilize against this Dragonmage’s forces, the people of Trellheim were

confronted by reinforced undead in the hundreds, lead by powerful Lords

of Death and vampires.

The next winter, an attempt was made to retake Bartleby. The as-

sembled host of Trellheim dug in and began to assault the undead.

A being calling himself “Creepshow,” a minion of Morganna, danced

among the corpses, animating them and leading them back towards the

waiting Army. He then formed them into a chorus line which then groaned

out a pathetic parody of the Trellheim anthem. Particularly insulting was

the fact that as they gathered around Creepshow, who then shouted that

he was the true Baronial heir to Trellheim and demanded to speak with the

Duke in regards to this oversight of his lineage! (It was later discovered

that “Creepshow” was the undead form of Tavish Capulus.)

Help came from an unexpected source. It began with a strange slit of

blue light appearing within the Camp of the court of the Military District.

The blue light cut a hole through reality like a knife, and as the portal

widened, the area was pierced with an eerie blue light. From the portal, a

single elf wearing bright red robes simply strode out into the camp as the

portal crashed shut behind him. As guards readied their weapons, Sir Radric

appeared with his Court to confront this strange traveler. The elf said,

“Prepare your forces to attack, we will arrive within fifteen minutes.” The

elf then turned and strode before the fields of Bartleby and sat cross legged,

staring toward the fortifications of the Castle Morganna had built out of

the bones of the citizens of Bartleby.

Bewildered by this visitor, word was sent forth to make ready, Sir

Radric went forward to question this benefactor. Radric said “I have sent

word for my men to make ready but who are you?” With a disdainful smile

upon his face the elf answered, “I am Airelerion, Master of the 4th Ring,

Apprentice to Zalinarik.” Questioning proceeded, but the elf answered

only tacitly and briefly preferring to gaze ahead at a hideous task.

Moments later, several of the strange blue portals began to appear

with strange buzzing sounds. Zalinarik’s strike force arrived in organized

splendor, arraying their small but impressive forms before the assembled

leadership of the court of Trellheim. Dozens of red robed apprentices were

fully armored in bone golem and obsidian golem bodies.

In addition, there also appeared to be many members of the Amani

Rangers who were apparently assigned to Zalinarik’s castle itself. What-

ever their intentions, it was clear that these elves intended no stealth to be

used in their attack.

Organizing in cells of ten, the approximately hundred individuals of

Zalinarik’s strike teams prepared their scrolls, swung their magical weap-

ons, and adjusted their armor over their bone golem forms. Unfurling the

standard of the master of Zalinarik’s Keep, the blazing silver eyes on a

blue background with red trim glowed with their own magnificent radi-

ance. Seemingly this banner itself radiated some dweomer that dazzled

onlookers and smote undead.

The small troop formed a tight circle in preparation for the attack.

Airelerion once more turned to Sir Radric completely expecting his coop-

eration and instructed him to follow them in approximately 15 minutes. For

the first time, members of the Court of Trellheim noticed the gleaming

Stakes of Woe within the hands of several of the knots of elven warriors.

Rushing into the fields of Bartleby, the forces of Zalinarik’s legion

clashed immediately with undead hordes that rose to meet them. Harm-

lessly striking the bone golems, the forces of the Mage of the Ash Forest

struck the foul minions of chaos down like wheat before a scythe.

Airelerion, apparently the beneficiary of a powerful protection aura,

ignored many of the undead and concentrated his efforts in locating and

eliminating vampires. Searching them out with a force of over twenty

bone golemed apprentices and rangers, they inflicted permanent deaths

upon three dozen fledglings and mature vampires, their tortured cries un-

heard from Morganna’s castle above.

As the battle raged, there was no response from the great keep of

bone within which the Shadow Mage apparently resided.

During the early moments of the battle, the forces of Zalinarik’s Keep

seemed unstoppable — until confronted by a powerful group of undead

death lords lead by the infamous Creepshow. They exchanged volleys for

many moments, and then the assembled Armies of Trellheim sprang from

their primitive fortifications like hounds released for the hunt — vengeance

on their lips via rippling battle cries! Smashing the remnants of Morganna’s

undead host from three directions at once, the Armies of Trellheim left

swirling winds of dust in their wake.

Zalinarik’s legion, although slowed down for a time, picked up the

pace and plowed ahead despite the loss of several of their comrades. In

three hours of fighting, the undead seemed nearly eradicated and parties

of Trellheim troops were dispatched to eliminate any stragglers and vam-

pires fleeing with small groups. During the battle, Tavish Capulus was

killed beneath the threshing magical weapons of the apprentices and rang-

ers. The adventurers of Ashbury raised a cheer at the destruction of the

defiler of the Capulus name, and struck down many of Creepshow’s forces

to drive their displeasure home.

The castle, having lost its external army, still seemed poised to await

the decision of Morganna as to its next move when the miraculous oc-

curred. Hurtling through the clouds and appearing directly over the citadel,

a great wyrm appeared. Many witnessed its powerful wing strokes spray-

ing the enormous piles of dust to the four winds. Measuring nearly two

hundred feet in length, the dragon effortlessly seemed to nearly hover over

Morganna’s citadel and with the incredible intake of air, bathed the battle-

ments and towers of the citadel with molten fire.

The compressed bone and stone shattered at the intense heat, sun-

dering the structure nearly beyond any recognition. With a powerful swing

from its tail and the pummeling of its mighty wings, the remainder of the

structure was reduced to mere rubble. Seemingly satisfied with its part in

this story, the creature wheeled away and departed as quickly as it came

— with members of the Army darting for cover or staring in unheralded

awe.

With the crushing of the castle, a cheer rang across the battlefield

trumpeting the victory and battle for Bartleby. The portals appeared and

the elves departed unthanked but not unappreciated. Airelerion approached

Sir Radric and stared at them and said “This victory is not without cost.”

Sir Radric gave his sincere thanks and stood bewildered as Airelerion

departed through another of the mysterious gates.

However, it was not long before Morganna’s revenge was forthcom-

ing.



MMMMMorgannaorgannaorgannaorgannaorganna’’’’’s Rs Rs Rs Rs Revevevevevengeengeengeengeenge
A bright comet lit the night skies that winter and spring and was a

true portent of things to come. This sign in the sky signalled apprentices of

the elven prophet Faldor of Vornithalin to travel to the “City of Char” and

speak of the strange prophecies of their master. Willing to speak to anyone

who would listen, the young prophetic neophytes traveled to the snow

locked capital to share newly discovered writings.

The prophets departed only to make way, its seemed, for the appren-

tices of Zalinarik. Master Aerilerion brought word to various elven fac-

tions that the Amani Council had agreed to an unprecedented public coun-

cil within the tavern called the Dragon’s Flagon. Mysteriously, the ser-

vants of Zalinarik bore a magnificent banner and carried on their duties

informing individuals of the great meeting, saying that anyone could listen

and be involved but only elves would be allowed to directly address the

council. Non-elves would need to obtain an elven proxy to speak through

at the council.

Members of the Amani Coun-

cil arrived first to begin the discus-

sions: Lord Gwindor, most senior

member of the council, held true to

his conservative “the time isn’t right”

views. Lady Glenduria, known for

her liberal stance on many issues,

mediated frequently to the benefit

of cooperation within the Forest.

Lady Elana remained quiet yet

seemed to provoke arguments at the

tensest times, and military advisor

Thalian took aggressive views

against both members of the Coun-

cil and the Chosen, exerting a streak

of kiergani political ferocity for

which he was famous.

The Council immediately fell

into a heated discussion on repre-

sentation on the council by members

of the kiergani. Wild elf Sir Agnar

was extremely passionate, border-

ing on nasty, to Lord Gwindor and

his cautious conservative views, go-

ing so far as to accuse the amani of a campaign of assimilation. Lord

Gwindor commented that this attitude was one of the reasons why the

kiergani were not ready to be part of the Amani Council, and pointed out

that there were many races living in the Ash Forest who also were not

members of the Council. Lord Eriol, gentle spokesperson for the kiergani,

often negotiated through the arguments and offered sage advice to keep

things on a civil level.

Ledyard Whitetree of the Chosen then stepped forward and with

him came the Seed of the Spirit Tree. The bickering on the Council

subsided with Ledyard’s request to speak for the council. He began his

presentation, explaining the cycle and the role of the Spirit Tree within the

forest and how at the death of the Spirit Tree, a new seed is born and

placed within the Forest to assume the role of the management of lifeforce

within the home of the elves.

He then explained that for some unknown reason, sometimes a Seed

is born randomly, and such a Seed had been born. The assembled elves

needed to discuss the use of the Seed, for in the past the Chosen gave

many instances where the random seed had been corrupted and dark ar-

eas of the Forest had formed.

Many options came up, and the assembled debaters found that

Ledyard himself seemed to have a puritanical view of the kiergani within

the forest, indicating they were not accepted by the Forest Lord and thus

had no right to be on the Amani Council. After the discussion went on for

a while, Ledyard departed leaving the seed in the care of Baron Thomas

Grey who was now calling himself “Tristan.”

During the discussions, the mystical fey being known as the Forest

Lord appeared to end the council once and for all. Taking the form of a tall

green elf, the regal Forest Lord howled in pain of the dark corruption

occurring within the Forest. Speaking slowly and wracked with pain, the

Forest Lord pointed an accusing finger at both the kiergani and the amani.

He claimed that with the political disputes happening, the Forest was being

neglected. He reminded the elves present that he spoke for the Forest, and

the Forest needed all elves to work together to stave off the growing of a

dark tree called the Tree of Shades gestating within the Shadow Bogs of

Zalinarik’s Keep.

Even now, he said, his guardians were being corrupted and con-

trolled, and he was losing his influence over the Forest as was the Spirit

Tree — elves present had to band together or the Forest Lord would

revoke the amani presence within the Wold and other areas, and forever

damn the kiergani from their restricted access there. With a scream of

anguish, the Forest Lord withered and died before the eyes of the as-

sembled factions, and the dust

disappeared between the

boards of the tavern floor and

into the earth below.

A decision was hammered

out to unite to face a common

enemy — Loscarnos De

Morganna was certainly behind

this foul magic which created

the Tree of Shades. Seemingly

on cue, Morganna and a small

number of minions appeared

outside of the tavern.

Immediately stepping for-

ward, Sir Hanson appeared to

face his enemy (along with most

of the town to back him up).

Typical “enemy of Ashbury”

banter soon followed,

Morganna stating coldly that

Hanson would turn himself

over to him or he would

“Bartleby” Ashbury in revenge

for the death of his wife. A great

battle ensued, but Morganna

used a Spirit Walk ritual to escape.

The next day, information was obtained concerning a recipe which

was necessary to construct a Stake of Woe within the Cup of Shades. A

Stake of Woe is the only thing that can be used to permanently kill a

vampire. It was hoped that the creation of this would destroy the Tree of

Shades. The adventurers and nobles of Ashbury immediately began

searching for ingredients and information as to the location of this evil

tree.

It was around this time that Lorin Alfenwen (former Baron of the

Ash Forest who had been turned into a vampire by Morganna) and one

of his former knights was seen fleeing what appeared to be his wife

Laurieanne Teregram, the vampiric reptilon known as Rysa, and a horde

of his vampiric lizardmen. Moving only moments ahead of his pursuers,

Lorin quickly sought out allies with the townsfolk swearing to allow a

stake to be administered to him in order for the players to defeat Rysa.

Linking with the valiant warriors of Trellheim and the Ash Forest,

Lorin fought with his new found supporters and they managed to kill

Rysa and Laurianne and drive a stake through their hearts, although the

fight with Rysa’s forces continued for some time before the brood of

vampires was defeated.

Apparently Morganna had discovered the secret meetings Lorin

had been having with many of the elves of Ashbury in order to facilitate

curing him and allowing him to join with the Spirit Tree. With the death

of Rysa, Lorin turned to his nephew Baron Konrad, who placed the seed

of the Spirit Tree upon Lorin’s chest and staked Lorin with all of his might.

Thomas Grey



As Lorin’s body and spirit were consumed with a fire of salvation, the

flame was consumed by the seed, as was Lorin’s spirit. Rising out of the

seed as a Spirit Guardian, Lorin’s spirit was finally at peace.

It was not long after that when the location of the Tree of Shades

was discovered, and the noibility and adventurers of Ashbury traveled

to its location.

Stepping from behind the gnarled and twisted Tree was Morganna

himself, flanked by numerous powerful undead.

The town gathered, prepared for a fight, but held back cautious of

the vampire’s ability to hurl ritual magics. Sure enough, Morganna at-

tacked relentlessly, hurling Destroy Magics, Spirit Forges, and other of-

fensive dragon magics. Many Ashbans died during the battle only to be

raised as strange abominations and forced to fight against their brethren.

As the tides of battle began to change, Morganna withdrew to the

safety of the Tree Ring, and in preparation for his departure handed the

Cup of Shades to a nearby undead minion. As the adventurers prepared

for a final push, Morganna erected a Circle of Power — without the Cup

inside! For long moments the Shadow Mage stared at the cup in deep

contemplation as to whether to actually be forced to fight against the

assembled forces or to merely let the Cup fall out of his hands until

another day, until he was awakened from this thought by the taunts of Sir

Hanson.

Morganna seemingly forgot the Cup itself, and placed his steely gaze

of anger upon Hanson. Sir Algar used this moment to race into the lines

and grab the cup. Morganna screamed in anger and controlled all of his

remaining forces to kill Sir Algar and to retrieve the Cup.

As the Death Knights were dispatched they apparently regenerated

at the Cup itself, but in the hands of the adventurers of Ashbury the recipe

was ready and placed within the cup with the Seed of the Spirit tree.

The stake retrieved from Lorin Alfenwen was then plunged into the

Cup of Shades, shattering the Cup and destroying the Death Knights.

As the remaining forces were being dealt with, Morganna once again

focused his stare and words upon Hanson. He shrugged as if not con-

cerned and attempted to spirit walk and spirit recall, staring up at horror at

the Tree of Shades as both attempts failed.

The Stake was then struck deep into the heartwood of the Tree of

Shades. With a magnificent display of light, the Tree changed from a dark

grey and black to a white and shining luminescence, and the grey elves

defending the tree disappeared as if a bad dream.

Still the Shadowmage, within his own Circle, looked upon the gather-

ing forces around him and stared at his hecklers. When asked why

Morganna had done this, the Shadowmage smiled and responded, “You

cannot kill me. A mere stake cannot harm me, fools. You have killed my

family a second time. I will have no more lost tribes. I must start a new

family! And when I do, you will all be killed.”

The Shadowmage then stunned onlookers by swearing to receive the

stake in the heart provided it would be done by Sir Agnar (killed by

Morganna last year), Sir Hanson (who killed his wife Strykna), and Baron

Konrad (the son of his enemy Zalinarik).

Agnar and Konrad grabbed the stake and Morganna dropped the

Circle laughing, as the stake was plunged into his heart. With a puff of

smoke, Morganna returned to his gaseous form, his laughter ringing in the

ears of his enemies.

Since the victory against the Tree of Shades, a blooming white tree

graces the lands of the forest’s most verdant section — the Shadow Bog

disappearing as if painted over by a paint brush.

Morganna, however, returned to Bartleby, where he remained in se-

clusion. His time to regain power was not long in coming.

The Zombie MasterThe Zombie MasterThe Zombie MasterThe Zombie MasterThe Zombie Master
A minion of someone called “the Zombie Master” appeared in Ash-

bury city one day in the summer of 597, saying “My master has the girl!

Turn over the rings within two weeks or you shall feel his wrath!”

Sure enough, two weeks later, a huge number of zombies entered the

central city chanting about the rings. They were dispatched, but more kept

coming. Finally, one of the human necromancers with them threw down

his weapon and pled for mercy, saying he would lead the adventurers of

Ashbury to the Zombie Master’s lair.

He led those who were interested to an abandoned farmhouse where

the Zombie Master sat in a Circle of Power, surrounded by a number of

undead. The adventurers were a bit taken aback, as there were none with

great powers among them and no nobles to be found in town that day.

“You must return the rings to me!” said the human Zombie Master.

He was interrupted by the Ashbans present, but he only replied “Shut up!

I must reveal my master plan!”

True to his word, he told them about the rings. He spoke of how he

needed the rings to place on his victim’s hands. His victim, a young woman

named Katrina, was the “key” to increasing his power. “She is a child born

with an unusual power,” the Zombie Master explained. “The seventh daugh-

ter of a seventh daughter. If the rings are placed upon her, it will unleash

her power and will allow any ritual done with her in the circle to be done

with 100% success, with no flaws, and usually with extra powers!”

Some could see a young woman behind a Ward in the barn, looking

helpless, and blocked by a floating Death’s Head. The adventurers were

not swayed by the Zombie Master’s request that they join forces to gain

the rings, and a fight ensued in which the Zombie Master was captured

and Katrina released. She confirmed the Zombie Master’s story about her

powers, stating that the rings had been made for her when she was born

but had been stolen many years ago. A nearby diary kept by the Zombie

Master confirmed this and detailed his search for her over a period of

years. She promised that if the rings were returned to her, she would help

all when they needed rituals done.

As they walked back to town, a few adventurers commented quietly

that it seemed mighty unusual that Katrina seemed to have her full pyra-

mid of spells even though she had no access to a spell book, but no one

seemed to care too much.

Over the course of the next day and a half, the rings appeared in

Ashbury in various strange and mysterious ways, and many were turned

over to Katrina. However, the Zombie Master had escaped from the jail

and had turned his captors into undead. He immediately went back into

hiding and sent out more undead into the central city, once again demand-

ing the return of the rings. Katrina did her best in some of these large field

battles, casting her Life spells on the fallen, although some people noticed

that despite the fact that Katrina was wanted by the Zombie Master, not

one of the undead had attempted to recapture her. In fact, others noted

that the undead seemed to ignore her completely during all of the undead

battles that had occurred since she was with them.

Further, she seemed very anxious to get those rings, more so than

one would expect. She tried offering large sums of money to people who

she had discovered possessed a ring, and even commented confidentially

to a gypsy named Maximillian that she would be willing to hire assassins if

that is what it took to get all of the rings.

Finally, on Sunday morning, a young adventurer named Kel, who had

found one of the rings, received a note from Katrina stating that she knew

he had one of the rings and that she would like it back. Katrina had cast a

Life spell upon Kel earlier and wrote that returning the ring would help pay

her back. Kel showed the note to a few others and people noticed that the

handwriting was a perfect match for the Zombie Master’s diary!

Katrina was captured and questioned but refused to speak. Appar-

ently, she had heard of the rings and had devised a plan to get them: Create

a fictional “Zombie Master,” make up some ludicrous story about seventh

daughters of seventh daughters, write up a silly diary full of “evil bad guy”

clichés, appeal to people’s greed concerning ritual magic, and let the people

of Ashbury do the work for her. Unfortunately for her, the adventurers of

Ashbury saw through her lies.

Seven rings were then brought to the Mage’s Guild but it was dis-

covered that all eight were needed for an Identification as they were all

parts of a greater whole. The eighth ring was held by someone who

refused to turn it over, explaining that since the rings were probably

evil, perhaps they should not be brought together.

Others started to agree. After all, many of the coincidences they



had discovered over the course of that lie-filled weekend were the result

of Katrina’s manipulation, but wasn’t it stretching credibility a bit too

much that all eight rings should appear in the span of 36 hours all in the

same general area, and two of them through a rift at that? Suppose the

rings wanted to be placed together? Suppose the rings were sentient in

some way? We may never know.

MMMMMororororore Ne Ne Ne Ne Noble Changesoble Changesoble Changesoble Changesoble Changes
The entire baronial landscape changed over the period of a few months

during this Time of Chaos, and more changes were in store.

The first major change was when Baron Thomas, apparently losing

interest in governing since going throug the ritual to change himself into

an elf, retired and named the biata Sir Kelial Vardik as the new Baron of

Blythedale. This was greeted with appreciation by the biata council in

Hopewell and many others knew and appreciated Kelial’s bravery, if not

his arrogance.

Later that summer, Baron Konrad, apparently angered that the Amani

Council refused to allow his wife Kittery to be transformed to an elf,

abruptly resigned his position and named the kiergani Sir Agnar as the

new Baron of the Ash Forest.

This only inflamed the anti-kiergani feeling among some of the

amani in the Forest, and helped the group known as F.O.I.L. to gain even

more acceptance and prominence. Duke Bryan, never having really liked

Sir Konard much, approved the appointment.

Duke Bryan then named Sir Radric, the Military Governor of Trell-

heim, as Baron of Trellheim.

Then Baron Kirath of Nordenn, who decided to retire for reasons

known only to him but who led a heroic but brief tenure, named Dame

Sonya as his successor. The Duke, however, did not wish to have Dame

Sonya as Baroness over his home lands, and was overheard saying “I

don’t want her son becoming Baron some day!” (Dame Sonya’s son’s

father was ex-Baron and traitor Morgan Blackbourne).

Squire Olin Redbeard, a high orc, was then raised to the peerage and

in an unheard of action was immediately raised to Baron as well, replacing

Baron Kirath.

Then, in the midst of all of this, Duke Bryan died his permanent

death.

The SThe SThe SThe SThe Stortortortortorywywywywyweaveaveaveaveaversersersersers
Friday the 13th of June 597 turned out to be as unlucky as could be

for Ashbury when a student at the Bardic College trapped the central

city into a series of stories of epic proportions.

Apparently the student storyteller had tapped into a story that was

not supposed to be told — a cursed story in some way — and the result-

ing chaos managed to transport the central area of the city into other

lands where the stories took place.

Reports of huge “Black Maws” that had appeared all over the duchy

had many residents worried and upset even before the Storyteller began

his tale, especially after the Maws had destroyed Medicia’s Bridge in

Trellheim and had killed hundreds.

So when the Storyteller began his tale in front of a group of small

children by saying “Once Upon a Time,” and a Black Maw opened up as

the tale began, many citizens knew there would be major trouble.

As the people of Ashbury gathered around and listened to his tale,

he spun a story which took place in the foul bogs of dark Jhivantane, a

place where necromancy ran rampant. As he spoke, a odorous miasma

rolled in over the gathered people and in the distance the Ash Forest

began to fade out and a dark swamp seemed to fade in. When the begin-

ning of the tale finished, the Storyteller and his children disappeared

and the center of Ashbury City now stood in the darkest depths of

Jhivantane.

Within moments, Duke Bryan was heard screaming for aid as he

was seen running into town being chased by Death Knights. His Grace

gathered his nobles and began to plan for how to deal with this sudden

change of locale. He had little time to plan as hordes of undead began to

march into town and attack the citizenry.

At the head of this horde was a black figure whose features were

never seen. He announced himself as Jamar, son of Prince Jomor, ruler

of this district and demanded to be brought face to face with the leader

of this invading force. Duke Bryan slowly came to the front and told

Jamar that the people of Ashbury were not invaders but displaced in an

unknown manner from their true home. Jamar had little concern as he

called his forces to attack and he personally sought to slay Duke Bryan.

He pursued Bryan with a vengeance as the rest of Ashbury fought

his hordes. The Duke was in and out of his grasp as he threw off nearly

all attacks upon him and simply paralyzed any who got in his way. The

battle raged on most of the night, and when Jamar reappeared later with

fresh forces ready to continue the attacks, Duke Bryan thought that he

would spare his people by challenging Jamar to hunt him. Jamar ac-

cepted and the Duke went off into the woods and the undead army with-

drew though random sporadic attacks kept up.

That was the last that was seen of Duke Bryan. He died perma-

nently, consumed by Jamar. This was revealed by the Registrar and con-

firmed later through a Spirit Farewell ritual, during which Duke Bryan

stated he was trapped in some sort of alternative plane and that the new

Duke should “not trust Hanson.”

The town mourned the loss of their Duke but persevered through the

night. Some adventurers attempted to search the woods for him but were

turned back by the undead. Dame Sonya, perhaps trying to prove her

bravery after her disappointment over being denied the barony of Nordenn,

valiantly fought the undead but was killed — and also died permanently.

The Storyteller continued to appear and tell his story, each time trans-

ferring Ashbury to another place on the globe, but people noticed that each

time, there were fewer children listening to his tale.

Besides Jhivantane, Ashbury was transported to unoccupied spaces

in other lands known and unknown, including the biata lands of Thessi, the

ogre lands of Mishtok, and an apparently unnamed barbarian land.

It was noted that at each place, there was a major conflict about to

happen, as if the adventurers of Ashbury were being sucked into the cli-

max of an ongoing story in each new land.

In Thessi, they arrived to a loud scream, followed by the sight of a

woman being burned at the stake. The adventurers of Ashbury went to the

lakefront where this was taking place, but were stopped by a mystic wood

elf, who warned the gypsies and mystic wood elves to stay away. “They

will kill you on sight!” he said.

The adventurers who continued towards the waterfront discovered a

group of biata burning a gypsy, who was very dead by the time they ar-

rived. Not surprisingly, the biata there would only speak to other biata.

Baron Kelial asked what was going on, and was told that they were ex-

ecuting a criminal and that it was none of the business of the Ashbans.

It was learned that the Thessi were slavers who especially hated

gypsies and mystic wood elves because they were “harder to control” and

led rebellions against them.

They had also summoned evil creatures known as “pantherghasts”

to attack specific nonbiata races in order to rid their island of the “inferi-

ors.”

It was then learned that a few of the Thessi had gathered at this

remote section of their island in search of a golden gryphon child. This

sparked the Ashbury biata’s interests greatly, for they were aware of a

prophecy where golden gryphons were needed.

The prophecy had to do with containing some evil gryphons from

destroying the lands, and it was said that four golden gryphons would be

needed to fulfill the prophecy. A golden gryphon had been born a few

years earlier to a biata named Selina Vardik (Kelial’s sister) with her hus-

band Tiercel the gryphon, but the sighting of any golden gryphon was a

very rare occurrence.

The feather colors of a biata (and a gryphon) can reveal a bit of their

personality, and gold is the color of love and trust.

The Ashbans, through a series of adventures, managed to get the

golden gryphon baby and hide it from the Thessi, and eventually the Story-



teller sent them to different lands, away from the Thessi.

Throughout the week, other adventurers noted that the children who

were listening to the Storyteller’s tale and who had “disappeared” from

later tellings of the tale were appearing in spectral form, and their inten-

tions were always benign. They managed to entice various people to relive

their children’s tales, fighting against fabled creatures such as the three

bears, answering Rumplestilskin’s riddles, and solving Miss Muffet’s spi-

der infestation.

It was discovered that pieces of a play would need to be assembled

and performed in order to end Ashbury’s traveling. By Thursday of that

week, it appeared that all of the pieces of the play were in place. An

adventurer known as Kit Waterwise organized a group to act out the play,

and when the Storyteller appeared and said “Once upon a time,” she be-

gan the story.

Unfortunately, her way was made more difficult by visitors from

another duchy who attempted to destroy the play and prevent Ashbury

from succeeding, aided and supported by their friend Sir Hanson, who

even murdered a Mage’s Guild member when he attempted to quiet the

intruders. Eventually though the play was completed, and Ashbury re-

turned to “normal.”

However, the Black Maws continued to haunt the duchy and cause

more pain and suffering.

The Black MawsThe Black MawsThe Black MawsThe Black MawsThe Black Maws
The Maws were becoming more and more frequent and larger and

larger, even though the “story” was supposedly over. Witnesses described

them as “spheres of utter darkness, crackling with emerald flames, vary-

ing from a few feet in length to a mile.”

The first had appeared in early May, beneath Medicia’s Bridge in

Trellheim, causing the famous landmark to collapse. Apparently, the Black

Maw materialized within the framework of the bridge, instantly disinte-

grating the wood and causing the structure to collapse into the river.

The next two spheres appeared simultaneously, materializing in

Nymphwood, within the Ash Forest, utterly consuming stands of trees,

transforming them into blackened, horrible creatures that attacked any-

thing within their sight.

An estimated one hundred elves were killed before all of the mon-

sters were found and subdued.

The Maw that showed up in Blythedale, in the middle of May, was

the largest seen yet, stretching a mile wide, originating in the estate of Two

Towers.

From the huge void of darkness and green fire, which lay flat upon

the earth, rose newly formed mountains causing devastating amounts of

property damage and panic among the citizens of the estate.

A Thessi spellcaster summons a pantherghast



A NA NA NA NA Neeeeew Dw Dw Dw Dw Dukeukeukeukeuke
The loss of Duke Bryan led to a period of grieving and wondering

what was to become of Ashbury. Duchess Mara had no interest in retak-

ing the throne so a new Duke was appointed from the ranks above.

The new Duke was a human named Aramis Llyrr, who arrived in the

city with his entourage in tow, exuding a raw electric quality that war-

ranted respect and immediate attention.

Duke Aramis had risen through the army ranks to gain his title and

then was appointed to serve in the Duchy of Niman where slavery was

legal. He showed his independent streak when he was requested to aid

in the putting down of a minor village slave uprising. Upon discovering

the vile behavior of a local lord upon his citizens and his slaves, Aramis

refused to participate in quelling the rebellion but rather kept the insur-

gents penned up in a captured citadel until reinforcements and the mag-

istrate arrived. Although brought before a court of inquiry, Aramis was

completely exonerated for failing to follow the orders of a noble. A Royal

Magistrate sentenced the villainous Lord to death for his actions against

his citizens.

This action did not endear him to many of the nobles in Niman, and

Aramis Llyrr was wisely transferred. Transferred with him was his loyal

friend, a mystic wood elf knight named Eros Clearbrook, who had ap-

parently been working behind the scenes to help free slaves all over the

duchy in contradiction to his supposed orders to catch the escaped slaves.

Aramis later found favor with the King, heroically defeating a liche to

its final death and successfully terminating numerous undead beings, ban-

dit kings, humanoid war parties, and a powerful malicious drake.

His Grace presented himself and his court before the people of

Ashbury, standing at attention before the assembled masses. At his ap-

proach the assembled baronies augustly took to one knee before their

new liege lord.

With little ado, Duke Aramis cleared his throat and said “It is with

great honor that I stand today on Gwendolyn’s Field, for here the blood of

heroes has been spilled for the Duchy of Ashbury. As you stand here

today remember to touch this ground as I have…for you touch the honor

of the heroes who have bled to protect this Duchy.”

He then introduced his court, including Sir Eros, the new magistrate

of Ashbury.

LizarLizarLizarLizarLizardmen Admen Admen Admen Admen Attack Againttack Againttack Againttack Againttack Again
Before the appointment of Duke Aramis, a rash of lizardman at-

tacks in Trellheim and around the city of Ashbury had occurred. This

prompted many concerns from local citizens. Most citizens blamed mem-

bers of the court of Trellheim for capturing the lizardmen and spirit

storing themselves into their bodies.

This concern was confirmed when lizardmen leaders said they

viewed this as a violation of the treaty signed between the citizens of

Ashbury and the lizardmen the past December, when the citizens helped

the creatures regain the Everburning Torch of Ghoss.

Despite the deaths of many of the citizens in their lands, the court

members of Trellheim refused to remove the enchantments on them-

selves, arguing ironically that the extra power they gained from their

new bodies would help in the fight against the lizardmen.

Baron Radric did not make his men change and it appeared to many

that whatever gains had been made in improving the court of Trellheim’s

reputation was rapidly being lost. The court of Trellheim once again

seemed more interested in their own power than the good of the people

of Ashbury.

Duke Aramis met with Morlox and Caleb, the two members of the

Court of Trellheim, telling one that he would never become a knight so

long as he remained in that guise and the other that he would not be

allowed to renew the ritual once it expired.

He said he wanted his knights to be “shining examples” to the citi-

zens and that such a thing was impossible when they looked like mon-

sters. It was made perfectly clear that Duke Aramis would not tolerate the

type of abuses of noble titles that had run rampant in the kingdom. The two

were forced to remove their forms.

And it is here, at the end of 597, that my history ends and the forg-

ing of a new Kingdom begins.


